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Cloudy periods with some 
sunshine today!.. 
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Motor Vehiole *:* 
Lioenoe Delay 
A Terrace man and faint "busy" signal was 
wife who bought two received overa30-minute 
motorcycles,  and pur- period• A phone c{zll by , 
chased licence plates for the HERALD to the 
them and insurance, Governv..ent Business 
costing approximately Agent elicited the 
$200~ have spent the last statement the examiner 
• two and one half moriths only handled Terrace 
trying to get licences to drivers tests and llcences 
ride them. two days a week. (The 
The licorice examiner other "two days for 
operates out of his office Kitimat). He operated on 
in the Government a first come first serve  
building two days a week, basis - no appointments. " 
in Terrace. The other two < The HERAL learned over 
days he carries out his 30 persons Were turned 
duties in Kitimat. away, Thursday mor- 
The licence xaminer is ning, because, the 
a difficult man to see: On examiner was "too 
the occasions the couple busy". A further attempt 
have managed to get near to reach the examiner by Speeoh and Hearing ~m they have been told telephone around 9":30 to 
to come back in the af- 9:45 resultod in the P hone• 
Specialists Irrive , oon, as the morning going unanswered. is "booked up" with With the high unem-  
ployment rate in this • .driving tes ts . .  
The husbana, area, it would seem the 
Two newcomers to the Terrace offices of desperate to use his Provincial Government 
tlzeSkeena Health Unit are (Ms) Leslie Budden, motorbike before the un- would be justified in 
Speech Therapist  and Mike Stinnett, Audiologist. used licence plates and haviug a full-time vehicle 
Mike Stinnett replaces audiologist Janice insurance coverage  l iceeceissuerstationedin 
Badger, transferred to the Upper Fraser  Valley expires, spent.one whole Terrace ' and one in 
Health Unit to develop a similar audiology daY hangmg around the. Kitimat, one observer 
.program through the Ministry of Health. Miss unsuccessfullyG°vernment building,at, remarkedHERALD, to ,  the 
Budden is initiating the  speech  pathotogy tempting :to get the The Business Agent 
program here. The professional pair, Mike licences. He figures it revealed that even the 
Stinnett, and Leslie Budden are responsible for cost him loss of one day's over loaded present  
developing a preventative program in hearing pay off work - or $133. situation is an ,m- 
and speech ~sorders  with emphasis on the ~ The last unsuccessful provement over past 
attempt the couple had at years. Until a coupleof 
Y°~f~rrals  to~ie Speech and Hearing Cli~/c are getting their licences, years ago, it seems, the 
they were told to phone or Terrace ' driving 
made by doctors and community health nurses, comein at 8:30 Thursday. examiner and l icence 
Questions on the subject will be answez'ed during "At 8:15 I started issuer was , also 
Some of the members of the' Kitimat Youth Information centre as well as nos.ng a creme 
Council. The group has recently started plan- house before the Delta King Days get underway. 
ning for a summer Arts, Crafts, and Tourist 
Kifimat Youth Oounoil 
an clinic hours at 638-1155. .p.ho_nin_g_,':th..ew°m.ant°ld [~sP°~sibleasf°rPl~inace - -  . , . . me ~t, '~u,  an(] xe t ac  . !~ - . S,A, Miners Trapped ' ~e~'nagdlli::~dwS~r. w~'~°ut mI~at~at_~_.rd;;s?~e't~: , uelr, SeT for Summer F 
' When the HERALD "l'errace-Ki.'timat .area; "We're  attemting to beergarden as part o f  City for $!20 a nzonth for Redand Gun clubhouse 
(AP) - -  Special deep- kilometres southwest of attempted tophone, from ~e wre~ne(] service m raise money for all our • Delta King celebrations five months to help defer me xouth Council will r 
rth rescue teams ' 8"50 • am Thut'sday a inexcusable ' . . . . . . .  . . . .  the cost Of renting a spot, ; beopeningthe Delta Khi.'g ea .hare. . . . . .  . . . . .  ' . . . . .  activities up;eomi th~ as well as go.tUng ~n- 
str~ led in dangerous . . . . . .  ... - - .- , ....... ,. = ~ ~.~ ~ ~, ...~ ,~. ' . .  -~ ...' •. ~ ~, . .~ ,~,~,~ n,,~-.~'ver ~".valved-in the. raft race.,  possibly~::~in : Nechako ~celebratio~th~acoffec 
c°n~J°nsTI f f f l '~Yman Wedn/~day hi a r ~  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  . : 'chairman of the Kitimat Why so much., en centre, tortheirpr0posed house. "We are tr~ing to 
effort to reach 23 miners ... .  o~ ~--. o -  oarth ' Orlme I f l ,  Terraoe Youth' Council coffee thuszasm. Because the Arts, Crafts, and Tourist get.someen~r.ta'u~, ent 
tra pod more than a mile ~:UU~o r "~Fiv~" white • Information Centre. in for meatzaw our nave anna p half underground in trem r.  house committee. The youths seem ~ want an 
30 thieves, both 3uvenUes, "old niine miners were killed and L ;Six persons spent " _ . .  Council i s  involved ..'m organization oftheir own, Youth Council coor- had no luck ~o far. If 
• . 6 • - . . . . .  ; - - : -  were in- ;,;_.,_._.r . . . .  ;.,h, ;., ;all appreneneeu, numerous azmirs, me and with the help of dinator, (the group anyone has any 
r "ned .u,q=~- ,,,-,~-o ~ ' " '= ' "°~ ' "~"" ' " "  J a ' • .,__Rescuers aoscerta ^  ,o .  jured and rescued. Most after a downtown fight ~ .Vandals .. s mash_ed - . . . .  largestof  which is Delta sponsors . l ike Doug doesn't l ike the term suggestions they could 
, mat ut?~--~t ,o.,,, ; ,o  ,? o f  the iniared were with four -olice officers " winnow .an.(] mrew.a r?~ K ing  uays p iann~ tor Frenette they have been "Pres ident" ) ,  Dean  call me at 632-5065,"says 
men, rrappeo almost ~.,~.~ . ,m.^ r.J:* ,,,h;,.h ; , '  througn me. neon nucgec May and noes,biD able to achieve this. Bollard, explains that the  Boilard. 
re ,,,,~,,o• A.~ -r,,,,,. . . . . . . . .  " . . . .  • . -- ~ "centre would give the The raffle for the 2,500 metres down, we . . . .  --,-.^-' ".-~.. females at Brownies Chmken on stretching mto June of Ex-mayor Paul ere vu~w, , , ,~  still alive, saiu a ttescue, ezmrm w . . . . . . .  !-" ---~- . . . . .  was Lakelse during the night, this year Monaghan' has offered a young people a break. It Hurricane hovercraft will 
spokesman for . the. hamperea  Dy .xaning. u_ro.Ke ~.w,~ ~a~s he The window was valued De~t~ Fdng Days is the Hurricane hovercraft o  would be a place where be drawn onMay 22at the 
General Mmm" " g nrm" , rocgs, ann weaKenea u .~n~p,~r ,  uvr~ the ac . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~z~ w ~o~v. annum .Kitim~c the Council, according to lecal artists could display arena which.at hat time 
which owns' the Bur- hmber supports, the had b.roken on Police are still in . . . . . .  ' - -  and possibly sell their will be a beergarden. 
fe sfontein mine ,ear company spokesman si ya  . o . . . .  now, l rest'gating. Bob Oliver. "He was g od.enough to give us work as well as an in- MonntElizabeth students 
• sai(I rvm w ,.~ ~ . . . . . . . .  ' ¢ Stiffontem~ !50 . ' be~ charged 'with ob- ~.A two car_co~S~nna ~ the. constru.ction and the hovercraft 0r raffle, formatioh Centre and are selling the t ickets 
me corner ox aSur • -m me ="  ...... ~ ,m , . . , - . , . , . . .  - '~ 'qce  officer building of me town oz After enough money has working house•" around town and hope to 
. . . .  o..-.~...., ,, v,,. t in I l~ l i J l~ l l~  l~ l~L~ ~.~l~'  as a result of the fight. Kenny resul ed . .  _ Kitimat. The been raised to pay Mr.. Frenette explains that raise more than the cost 
I I I l~ l l l l l~ l l l l l~ l ~ | V ~  V |  . _. moderatedamagem~om celebrations are not only Monaghan. for the the project has just of the machine, $4200. To 
turz'-- - -  nesmen~ . . . .  =-t-~ u-f the ~.~"'-- one-metre-hi'hp As a result of quick vehicles., . . . . .  for the enjoyment of the machine all proceeds will recently received word date the funds from the 
St. Mary's Indian reserve barrier ,,will be  man-RrCoM~m.~e~vmh:~,~,00a ~ a C~na~geoSnear~.v~ng~l~ public.but o encourage gobackintotheVouncil", from the Ministry of raffle total only $1100, 
erected h wooden barrier rained for at toast a v ~ ~ :~ .~, ~ . . . . .  tourists to zrequen~ Oliver explains. Labour approving 2 full according to Oliver. 
Thursday morning across week, unless they (CT stolen goons was was speeding ac me ume. Kitimat and consequently The latest of the time employee positions The Youth Council has 
~h~r~nu . . . . .  hich n~n~ ,or  e violent ac- recovered after the B.C. Terrace enhance tourism in the Council's attempts at for the centre• "Artist almost 40 young people 
- , , ' , - - -  "~ . . . . . .  " "  " " " " "  " "  " ' " " s was • • " aid Hydro compoundonRifle Red s Bflhard area community help was a coordinator and printer putting their hours and 
cuts though their land tion, Lezard s . ~ nesda ' • . . . .  ,h;o ~m,ih~nnt~rn , . Range Road was broken broken mte~. W, ed. y The Youth Council plea for financial positions " have been efforts out for the good of 
,,~"- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h ~:s~ran e ' u.~,oh cnm,~hi~ ,qt~ Company police were mto early Wednes(]ay mght. Reo  . . g plays an active part m assistance at therecent approved. The tourist ~the community and their 
"-'"","',-;-'..'-"..-'TY-'to r at the scene shortly after morning reports the vanunm on- making the Delta King City 'Council meeting, end of the  proposed organization. "Public 
uann aamlm,,tru . . . . . . . . . .  ' Lloyd Lezard said the me mocKaue was hulk, Two vehicles, one dune tered the building via me Days work. YOung Sponsor Frenette and centre is still undergoing support has been good in 
t.~:a~ • . . . .  ,o~H,,~ c~p 'but railway spokeman buggie an4 so.me backdoor after jimmying people of the community 'Lazy' John McCartney, decision making the past and is hop~l to 
,~'..'~,~ 'ref~'~a~f"t~'c~nh~m Charles. Gordon said the materials i tored at the or tripping the locK . . ,  organize and help with club spokesman andlocal changes," says Frenette. even better in the 
~e"prog:re~sive erosion company doesnotintend compound were $100 was reporte(], the erection of the artist, appealed to the May ldat theE i t imat  future."says Frenette. 
cansed by a faulty dike t° confr°nt theIndians' rec°vered and the two missing" ' / " ~ :' ' nd  A W 
along the ra l l l i ne , .The  radi lme was intend~"We c rtainlyto ram don'tthe Fire" i'ln T-erraoe ~ .  |f  U"u Want  To  Se 
relocated about 10 years blockade," Gordon saidi 
ago but the adding that CP Rail re- " . . . . . .  
blaze ot out oi Control A complaint by .. a send an overseas cable to 633-3696 brought wo tape o ver~ad~.  The~CN.Ct:. 
to it fated to halt con- peatedly has urged that What started out.a~ a The bgu°rn was limited ~ .govenment official to me the U.K., recoroe.a .. me~ages ~?~'~'~' . .a  ~,'~",."~n~ .~ 
tinuai erosion which has  the matter be resoweo controll.ed burn by a . . . . . . . . .  -,---.~.. " .. . .  ;.,,, t-o nne was nus,, ~- ..... ,, . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
clainied about 80or  90 through the courts, property owner on a small area, andtheB.C. '.UL~t~u, ~eaz~u~.~, "I  thoueht the office ~u~"'~oi"to han" u ~' closed down, but their 
acres, Le~.ard said. ~ ,  y gh . • must s i~l op bec " telephones have yet to be said CP Rail should The line, which runs Braun's Island turned Forestr. soon brou t has nrougn~ ou~ IthoumV U,-h t" be en "" auselt would bee~fasterV' formahon that a g • ,, • . 
held responsil')le for the. along the hank of the St. into a bush fire when the the fzre under control. . th~ CN CP Telel~ravh because thew..phone rang to stay oR. "hold than to disconnected.. . . . .  
,damage. Mary's River, serwce'"-"--" ha, . . . .  -"-'-u~- when ~ u ia .ea,  even ,~-,,o.."~;~'~ . . . . . . . . . . .  Mt~r n wa|tlnao. As a.secono zrustratee 
- "  -" . . . .  both .though no one was an- ~riodof  several minutes potentml user com- 
' ' a l s c o n u n u c o  li~ • , ,  ' ' r , "  " " " y swerzn the offzcial lamed, bztterly, More TROOPS WILL STA Kitimat and Terrace, .' . ~ . zt became possible to P . . 
WASHINGTON. (AP). - -  ~";,.~.-" -~..~v..-*°z°'~h"nes havenot. compmmea . . . .  send a telegram anu more our services" get 
Cuban Premdent Fzdel. The complainant stated ,, A ~lephone ca!l to the . . . . . . . . . .  laenS ~ andaln~S, uaSrVm~a~a 
~astro says. ne has no he had beeh ir in.g tar a new. - monm oKl, The zemm numoer,, it r . . . .  " 
~laus to wzthdraw..Cuba, n long period o~ time to Zemth number- 112-800- seems~ IS working, but eve .  
zorces tram ~miopza,. . . 
claiming they are needed . a, Ag  a 
to deter any ~ossibflity of renewed ag,gressionfrcm New Laws To Allow 6nevanoes amst ROMP 
Somalia, Cuban- " ' " • . " ' child abuse, among other things. military personnel will Legislation providing'a solicitor-general which 
stay inEthiopia whatever procedure for the public would be introduced to- 
time is agreed on by the to launch grievances day', .MacEachen said. 
Ethiopian and Cuban against reatment by the . . . . .  . . . .  
governments in order to RCMP will be introduced .. t.t..woum (lea1 W, im 
in the Comm6ns today, it mscipune as wen as give 
support the Ethiopian ,,o~ o , , , , . ,oed  Thur- the procedure under 
people against, any ~o~, -.. . . . . . . . .  ~ which ,members ~of the 
foreign act 'of ag-~,,~.~,o,. Ioa;oh~H,,,, to pub l i c  could grieve 
gross,on," Cas.tro said comenex - / f;. i be against reatment by  the 
Wednesday nignt in a .~ ~.,.,~.~ ,. oo~ '~Ps on  ROMP, a department 
speech monitored here . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ d t m spokesman sam the rca o modern,z" ~ • ' 
laws on pornography ann (~AVE NO DETAILS DIED IN CAVE-IN child abuse.' • 
CASTLE GATE, Utah 
Holooaust T.V. Suooess 
} 
NBC scored its biggest "April 23, Little House on 
victory odtte season with the Prairie• 
Holocaust, grabbing the 
top three places in the. The first installment of 
, ratings and winning the Holocaust was NoA in the 
networks' battle for the ratings the week before. 
NBC estimated at the prime time TV viewer, 
A.C. Nielson Co. figures series' end that 120 
MacEachen gave no show. million people had seen 
all or part of ! Holocaust. 
(AP) -- A cave-in a t  a The fact that new details of Criminal Code In addition to the last That woula put the NBC 
amendments he said will three chapters of series behind only Roots, 
ABC's record-breaking coal mine killed two legis lat ion is coming miners and injured a down ~vas announced in be introduced next week. Holocaust, a four-part 
third Thursday, Carbon the Commons by Deputy But an official of Justice series on the plight of  the mini-series of January, 
County sheriff's, officers Pr ime Minister Allan Minister rton Basford's Jews in Europe, during 1977, in total audience. 
said. The caVe-in was at ManEacheri. ~hme said later the -[he Second" World War, ABC estimated 130 
Brazfah Corp.'s N~ate 3. The leglslatio," in- amendments will deal NBC had the fourth-rated million saw all or part of 
min e near C~fle" cludeda new bill from the with pornography and show Of the week ending Roots. 
9 
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PAGE 2, THE 
INHABITANT CON- 
SIDERATE 
BILLERCAY, England 
(CP) -- Retired builder 
Len Stubbs, 77, built a. 
wooden bench on his front 
lawn so pedestrians 
struggling up the steep 
hill outside his home in 
this Essex town could 
take a rest. "I like to give 
people abit of help when I
can," said Stubbs.. 
WINGFEATHERS 
CLIPPED 
, \ 
.HERALD, Friday, April 28, 1978 
J 
Kildala Spring Fair nets support and large, crowd  
By Scott Browes James took the'top spot kick, this reporter was 
"We brought in around with a raft on a river and rewarded with a small 
$1200 from the Fair and men standing post on the 
bad a good time to boot," floating cake. 
says Kfldala Elementary Sharon Zenuk had an 
School Principal-Cyril entry with the theme of 
Portman. About 750 SnQopy to take second 
people gathered at the place. A pink Castle with 
', school Wednesday night towers and steeples 
to buy cakes, deeorlate - prepared by Mrs. Butler 
cakes for ~rizes,~ play took the third place finish 
bingo, raffle items, be in the cake contest. 
attuned to the music of prizes were awarded to 
Mount Elizabeth Stage each winning cake en- 
Band, and even auction a ' trant. Other prizes were 
puppy at the sixth annual raffled in twenty dif- 
Kildala Spring Fair. ferent raffles. ,All told 
Media persons from the there was a' total of 32 
like to "I 'would Herald, the Sentinel, and priz~.. 
CHTK radio as well as ,,,,,,, all the loca~ 
Distriet no."80 School merchants who sup- 
Board judged the many. ported the Fair by 
beautifully decorates donating prizes," says 
cakes entered by students Portman. 
and ]parents. Balloons were a 
A joint effort by Blaine common sight at the 
Moore and Cathy gathering. ~ Younsters let 
Charnecki placed first for slip, some of their helium 
the student cakes. The podsessions but were 
Happy Lion was the rescued bYithw other 
theme of the two pound balloonists long 
cake boasting a colourful enough strings to capture 
array of icings, the run-aways on the 
Second place went to a ceiling. 
telephone, HoldThe Line, Games at • the 
cake prepared by Janine celebration i cluded c'an- 
Montei. • Third best ball kicking, darts, fish 
student cake was. Lady pond, and several others 
Bug done by sharon and which are hard to ex- 
Harley Bell. pllaln in less than a 
Parental decorations lengthy dissertation on 
on .their cakes were just strange games. 
as well done. Delta King Even after missing his 
Days prepared by Irene throe tries at the can-ball 
Scaffo ld drop kill s 51 
, BOMBARDIER 
ST. MARYS, W.Va, employed a t ' the  con-" WbstVirginia. BOMBI  
(AP) - A metal con- structionsite but was not ' John Peppier, 38, a 
struction scaffold inside a on the scaffolding, laborer from Mur- 
EXETER, England South 
(CP) --Two poachers 1938. 
who pleaded guilty to I I  
stealing pheasants have 
I been ordered by an Exeter court to stay in their homes from 11 p.m. to 5 a.m. for the' next month. 
DOESN'T GQ OUT 
MUCH 
A coelacanth, a fish 
thought to have been 
extinct for 65 million 
years, was caught off the 
Announcement 
African coast i n  
power company cooling identified his brothers as phytown, said he was One 
tower collapsed and Gayle, 32; Ronnie, 30, of five men on the ground 
plunged about 45 metres Ernest, 28, and Miles, 25. in themiddle of the tower 
to the ground today, The Steeles were when the " seaffol~l, 
killing 51 workers, among weeping relatives wrapped around ~e ~ 
authorities aid. Eight who went to "a makeshift inside of the tower,~gan 
members of one family morgue near •the con- peeling away and fell. 
died. struetion site to identify "The first thing I heard 
~'They just fell like victims, was concrete falling," 
dominoes," said a wit- In Charleston, Scott Pepplersaid. " Ihadjust 
hess who was standing Widmeyer, aide to Gov. sent a basket of it up. I 
inside the base of the Jay Rockefeller, said: . looked over ,,my left 
uncompleted Concrete "There are 51 confirmed ~oulder and I could see it 
tower when the disaster dead." falling. I could see people 
occurred. "I looked up Cpl. R. J. Taylor of the falling through the air 
and men were screaming state police said some of and everything falling.". 
and hollering." the victims were trapped Peppler said he jump Bed 
Lee Steele' of nearby beneath debris at the under a truck ramp in- 
Shultz said he lost four of base of the circular side the tower and the 
his five sons, a: brother, tower, other workers with him 
two brothers-in-lay nd a The New Jersey sub- . ran to the canter o f  the ~ 
nephew, contractor on the project tower .  All those on the 
The surviving son, said most of the victims ground escaped injury, 
Robert, 35, who was were fromNewJerseyor he said. 
Watergate sentence up for Ehrlichman 
SAFFORD, ,/a-iL (AP) Gazette city editor Vie Ehrlichman is 
~. John ghrlichman, " Thornton had said prior separated from his wife, 
grinning broadly, walked to Ehrlichman's release Jeanne, who lives in 
• out of Swift Trail federal that Mrs. Boyles would be Seattle where he for- 
prison camp today, 18 on hand at the prison. • merly vractised law. 
months after he was im- 
..The Shoe Repair Shop of Chris Troelstra 
is closed as of April'28th. The business is 
taken over by Barney Lunz who will 
relocate the shop at 
Clark Ave., Thornhill 
.. We like to thank the people of Terrace for 
their patronage over the past 22 years and 
trust Barney Lunz will give the same ser. 
vice. 
..Watch for announcement of reopening. 
prisoned for his role in 
the Watergate affair. . 
The former domestic 
affairs adviser to then- 
president Richard Nixon. 
'drove off for an unknown 
destination i  a maroon 
Chevrolet with Phoenix 
Gazette reporter Lois 
Boyles, driven by her son, 
Lance. 
Ehrlichman, 53, was 
followed 'by nearly '50 
reporters and pho- 
tographers as he walked 
from the front doer of the 
minimumsecurity 
facility. He posed for 
pictm/es, but declined to 
answer any questions. 
i i 
, ~ 
/ 
prize - such beneficence! 
The evening was 
highlighted by the. ac- 
tivities on stage. Mike 
Eddy conducted the 
Mount Elizabeth Stage 
Band in several con,, 
temporary tunes to the 
delight of the audience. 
PrineipeIPoriman 
raffled the prizes from 
the stage as well. Joe 
Hamlin of TK was on 
hand with his 'd~nu~mic' 
vocals announcing the 
different activities. Joe 
also bad a small mishap 
with one of the prizes -not 
to the demise of the prize 
- just a shunt on the butt 
suffered in a short fall.. 
So what's the mone~, to 
be used for? Principul 
Portman e, xplalned that if 
the proper number of 
students could be 
rounded-up the tril~ to~ 
Captain Cook's Pacific 
landmarks would take 
place. "The money was 
needed to equal an 
amount offered by the. 
~ revincial government toelp finance the trip," 
says .Portman. 
LATE FLASH: Port- 
man informs the Herald 
that the money raised at 
the Fair was not $1200 but 
$1700, following 'counting 
out time'. 
BOMBI 
The tough little vehicle from Bombardier 
that gets you there and back. 
,Whether yourpr0blem is snow, mud,,or 
. r.ough.ter~rain~ Bombi~ will: safely/carry.,.-3 
men comfortably in a heated R.O.P.S. 
approved steel cab. 
For Further Information Contact: 
ALPINE DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 
P.O. Box 159, Vernon, B.C. 545-1314 
or  
11040 Cambie Rd. Richmond, B.C. 278.5918 
i 
Smile, Our special 
two-day Hospitality 
Certificate Course 
.iscomingto 
Terrace, May 9th & lOth 
(6 to 10 p.m. ) 
The better the service 
you give to a customer, . 
the better for you per- 
sonally, for business, 
and for tourism- 
British Columbia's 
third largest industry. • 
Good service and 
hospitality have a positiveeffect on wages, tips, business 
profits and the economy of the Province. That's why you 
should take our Course. 
We'll teach you hospitality skills. Like how to remember 
names. How to use the telephone ffectively. How to handle 
complaints, win customer confidence, and attract more business. 
Our intensive two-day program teaches you these skills 
quickly through audio-visUals, lectures, question-and-answer 
periods, Written exercises, and shirt-sleeve work sessions. It's not 
easy. But it's fun. And when you're through, yoi~'ll have hospitality 
skills that pay big dividends in the long run. Graduates also 
receive a special diploma that proves theyk.now the ways ' 
hospitality pays. ,, 
The Course itself costs just $10. It's a must for anyone in the 
service industry. Ask anyone who graduated last Fall. 
Don]t miss out:. Register today. ' 
For  information, call red Taylor - 636,1454 ~ TOUR,SM BR,T,SH CO,UMSJA ~' The Honourable Grace McCarthy Minister 
, ' after 6 p,m, ' 
r l l  
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
,Persons wishing to apply 
for any of the Job Op- 
potunitles listed for the 
Terrace District on this 
page should contact the 
Canada Employment 
Centre at 4630 Lazeile 
&venue or telephone 635- 
7134. . 
INSTRUC'~ORS, open, 
$5,60-$6.40 per hour, 
Hours will vary depen- 
ding on type of course any 
person able to com- 
municate a skill, trade or 
interest to a group of 
adult students. 
BOOKKEEPER, 1 
vacancy, $600.00 bi- 
weekly and overtime. To 
assist accountant with 
cost distribution. Ac -  
counts payable and 
general duties. 
PLUMBER, 1 vacancy, 
Union rate. Must be fully 
~1 , " "  
experienced, in service full audit duties. Must be months-exp, with babies 
work and construction, able to control security of a must-frill time says 
occasional overtime is :he hotel. ~.00 per day. 5) In era- 
required. BABYSITTERS- ployers home-live in-two 
FALLERS, 7 openings. ,;RGENT, open, 1) In letters of reference are 
$135.00 per day, and employers home- required. Gossin Creek 
bonus depending on "/'cornhill area must have area-shift work-some 
experience. Must be o,.v), transportation. 1 housework-ful l  t ime 
~.hd..i. Alternate weeks - experienced in West $200.00 per month plus 
Coastlogging,twoyears. ,,u~t be non-smoker, room a~d board. 6) In 
Saws are provided. In $7.00 per day. employers home-two 
Prince Rupert. 2) In employers home- references required-in 
RECEPTIONIST, 1 two references required- Thornhill area must have 
opening, $3.50 per hour. in Terrace, 2 children- own transportation-3 
Reception duties shift work.full time $9.00 children-some 
minimal, typing, per day. 3) In employers housework-ful l  t ime 
telephone, recept ion home-two references 
duties, and billing~ evening hours. $10.00 per required-Terrace area. day negotiable. 7) In 
; Must have own tran- employers home-two 
REGISTERED sportat ion-1 ehi ld- l l  references required-in 
NURSE, 1 vacancy. $6.00 months old, hours are Terrace area. Babysit- 
per hour depending on 7:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. tingdutk%~-eveningsonly- 
experience. Performing General babysitting, 1 child, l~/z months old. 
office nursing services. $7.00 per day. 4) In era- $5.00 per day. 
NIGHT AUDITOR, 1 ployers home or out-two 
opening, $5.13 per hour. references required- COOK, 1 vacancy, 
Must be able to handle Terrace area. child 6 $1,000.00 to $t,200.00 
depending on experience. ~ 
Will be required to 
"manage kitchen and staff 
and tofunction as head 
cook -- should be fully 
experienced 'in food 
costing and menu 
planning 
STATION'ARY 
ENGINEER, 1 opening, 
$1,470.00 per month plus. 
Routine maintenance 
care of steam plant 
(maintenance of l~lant 
and lodge.) 
• AGENT. 1 vacancy, 
$800.00 to $1,200.00 a 
montl~. Training of one 
year provided, should 
have background and 
interest in economics. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN, 1 
opening. $800.00 per 
month. Must be able to 
eperate all standard 
equipment and machines 
Library And Marina Top Priorities 
Recreation projects board in order to receive third of construction Terrace and Kitimat 
throughout electoral provincial grants, costs up to $400,000 when councils have also been 
areas Of the Kitimat- Under .the recreation the project is completed requested to choose 
Stildne Regional District faci l i t ies ass is tance i f  it is endorse~ as a recreation priorities and 
seek the provincial grant. will be listed in a priority program, a recreation priority item by the Terrace has placed the 
order by the regional vroject would receive one board. 
Kitimat ROMP Report 
Vandalism was 
reported at  both Ocean 
Cement Co. near Eurocan 
and L.G. Scott and Sons 
Construction, also near 
Euroean, Tuesday. Scott 
was reportedly broken 
and has a number of tool 
items missing. 
..Ocean Cement reports 
pilferage, but no details. 
into at three back qheds 
Oharismatio Retreat 
Kitimat RCMP report a 
youth being arrested at 
the Bay in Kitimat 
Tuesday for shoplifting a
pair of running shoes. No 
charges have been laid. 
Pub 
One 24 hour suspension 
of drivers license was 
handed out Tuesday night 
by the Kitimat RCMP. 
The suspension was the 
result of an alcohol 
reading of over .08 in a 
driver's blood. Name of 
the offender was not 
released. 
public library extension 
at the top of their list, and 
Kitimat has chosen MK 
Bay Marina. 
• It ~vill be up to the 
regional board to choose 
priorities in areas outside 
of municipalities. 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club and a 
curling rink for Hazelton 
are the only tow projects 
that have come to the 
board's attention for 
support so far. 
I 
There a 'par ' , " ,  es,ee,a,,, . . r .  Chai-ismatic retreat in brought in for the  
. Veritas Hall from ,the weekend event. ' 
.. aye om Goode says evening of Friday, April Approximately 18 
he will meet this week 28 to noon, Sunday 30th. months ago - September 
with management of the Resignations will begin at 1976 - Sacred Heart 
Scottsdale inn pub to see 7:30 the evening of the Roman Catholic Church 
what can be done to 28th, with approximately instituted a Thursday 
curtail the ehthusiasm of" 150 persons expected Evening Charismatic 
female patronswhohave from Prince Rupert, Service. Initially, tenor 
been' taking off their Kitimat ~d points East so celebrants par- 
clothes and dancing with to Prince George. ticipated - then the 
nude male dancers. Conducting the retreat numbers grew steadily 
..~'! suggest there are pr].est, from a Toron ,Wi l l  be a Charismatic until now attendance is
Iin~its ~to'~:What'.'We ~cah ' between 70 to 8Q . . . .  " 
all(Ow ineut-eommUltyV.%,, "' I --PER'-$O'N AL AND "SMALL BUSINESS I the mayor told council i * i n INCOME TAX PREPARATION Monday. "It the conduct m i 
NOTIOE 
. . TRAFF IC  CONTROL S IGNAL 
• L IGHTS AT  EMERSON AND 
LAKELSE WILL  BE BACK TO 
NORMAL OPERATION ' ON 
MONDAY,  MAY 1st, 1978. 
. . THE TEMPORARY FOUR-WAY 
STOP WILL  BE REMOVED.  
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
$ l 0 ":: 
4602 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE B.C. 
of the women has been 
witnessed by some of the 
most outstanding people 
in the community." 
. .Aldremen Bill Reid and 
Ernie Burnett said the 
police should investigate 
the perfermances. The 
pub !im!ts the audience to 
women when the men 
perform. 
..Goodu said in an in- 
terview that while he 
didn'tapprove of male 
strippers, it was the 
dancing with the women 
patrons that was most 
offensive. 
DISTRICTOF TERRACE 
Only't_wo days ago 
th]swas 
anemptylot 
L 
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inyolved with the trade. 
COOK, 1 vacancy, 
$800.00 per month. Must 
have experience in 
oriental food preparation. 
ELECTRICIAN 1 
opening. I .W.A..Rate. 
Must be certified one 
year sawmill expereince. 
HEAD TECHNOLOGIST 
1 opening. $1,286.00 a 
month D.O.E. Must be 
able to supervise lab 
staff, machine main- 
tenance program and 
advise duty roster. 
SAWFITTER 1 opening. 
$9.60 hr Uncertified. $9.80 
1/s hr Certified. Must have 
minimum one years 
experience carbide and 
Anew 
land. 
LIBRARIAN 1 opening. 
$1,800.00-$2.300.00 per 
annum. Suitable 
professional experience- 
B.L.S. or M.L.S. degree 
with* two years related 
experience preferrable in
vocational academic 
institution 
folight .beer r al.I knnds, f 
reasons. 
l '"  
H!GHLITE-the light beer you've been waiting for.. 
v 
e 
@ 
Provided the sub-floor is complete, 
the components for most Westwood 
homes can arrive at your lot in the morning 
and by 5:00the house can be ready to 
shingle. 
Our component homes take the 
frustration out of long construction periods 
and your home is out-of-the-weather in a 
and from top to bottom, inside and 
outside;,qual!ty comes first. '. 
If you're looking for th'e perfeEt home,' 
mail us the completed coupon and $2.00 
for a full colour catalogue. 
Or, contact he Westwood dealer in 
your area. 
~ n n n ~ mml lm mum Imm mlmnm Imm Ims  mm mm ~ mm 
| 'Enclosed is $2.00 for I much shorter period. As the costs of all I~ l l  
components are known before the hous~ | full colour catalogue 
'isconstructed.youdon'tgethitwithrising I D Ihaveabutldlnglot '. U! or badly estimated material costs. Plu& I ~ I plan to build in 1978 I will need financing 
there's no on-site waste, I NAME ~ '_' 
"l'heWestwoodsystemis fast, But, it's I ADDRESS . _ 
fast using on:y the finest kiln-dried lumber clw • 
and materials for the precision-built I PROVINCE~PHONE ', 
componer~ts, I 
We'twood offer, large homes, I  llll lll0Og 
economy homes, homes for narrgw lots. 
splitlevels, bungalows--'adesignto I I =In' ql~ I BUILDING SYSTEMS LTD. 
; i 12  [W|N AV(NU[,  N(W W[$|MIN$| [R  
meetevery need, Our homes Iookgood ..-- ~eRIII$1t¢OLUMBIA, V]MSBLI[L~2625T1 , 
Your local Westwood dealer Is: 
miD 
GARY BALLINGER 
P.O. Box 184 
Prinoo Rupert, B.O. VSJ 3P6 
624-3721 
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EDITORIAL 
ELECTION 
It is hard to believe. Another week just about 
gone-and still Prime Minister Trudeau (at this 
writing) has not "dropped the Writ'; to call a 
general election. 
A Kitimat phone caller gave us a buzz the other 
day and sounded off about what a lousy Liberal 
"Rag" the HERALD is. "Why, you're known all 
across Canada-you and your chain-for being 
radical Liberal" 
Well, I don't know about the "Chain"... but do 
we have news for THAT guy! 
• We'restill waiting a call from "hesdoffice" to 
tell us what our politics are! Somehow We don't 
think that call  will ever come... 
SO for these who may wonder what our "bias" 
is-we'll give it to you straight from the shoulder. 
The l~litieal news we print is the news we get. 
So, ff J im Fulton sends us a 'press release" -
preferably with a black and white photo 'at- 
tention getter' - chances are, 99 oht of a hundred, 
it will appear in the paper the next day- and 99 
out of a hundred again- on the front page. If the 
Ottawa 
" 4Offbeat 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa "- Hey, get this. 
Acutely aware of increasing public irritation 
over the indiffernece of the federal civil•service, 
the Trudeau government has a special task force 
working on ways to assess and improve the 
quality of the performance of the I~ureaucracy. 
You've had the treatment. The brushoff rom 
some clerk at the Post Officewhen you dare to 
enquire about the slow-motion mail. 
And at some time or other yoiz must have had 
'the routine "don't ask me, how would I know?" 
from an unearing bureaucrat who is neither civil 
nor a servant when you call with a perfectlY 
legitimate question.' . 
Far too familiar -- so routine that it has 
become accepted i)raetice - is the "don't " 
bother me" business-you can get from an uncivil 
servant who is too unbusy to do more than pass 
the busk with a "call So-and-so at such-and-suCh 
a (wrofig) number." 
Untrue? 
politics? 
,No. ~ looks like a very quiet scene if it 
really is the eve of a general election. 
Of course- it could be the lull before the storm. 
What is that famous quotation? Isn't it 
something like this: Tyranny arises, not 
because evil men are elected to  office - but 
rather that good men do not run. 
WAITRESSES 
The papers had ,been0arely delivered, Thur- 
sday morning, when reaction started coming in 
on the editorial "Help Wanted - Waitresses." 
Most of the. comments were emphatically, 
favourable. Some of them were - "I wish I'd 
known someone was going to write about 
waitresses. Boy, could I tell you stories about 
what we got to put up with." 
r'se this guy Says to me, - what do YOU need a 
raise for. All you got to do is 'be nice' to ,guy ,  
and you can get anything you want. You don't 
even have to worry, any more now you got the 
Pill" "So what did you do about it," I asked. 
"~ent  without he raise, of course, and started 
looking twice as hard for another job. But I felt 
like slamming a bowl of soup in his face!" 
• "One of these days, some waitress ``going to 
win a bundle in a lottery and start her own 
restaurant. •She's gone° hire only guys - and 
• , ,  treat them the way women get treated one 
waitress said. "How about women restaurant 
managers? Are they any better?" "Hell, no." 
came the reply. The only ones I've met were 
Butch's. Just as big a pain only welrder. • 
"Do.youthink conditions will eventually nn- 
prove for waitresses?" I asked. 
"Don't hold your breath. Some day, perhaps, 
there will ,be a revolt of the "food servers". 
P.C. candidate (we haven't even met him yet) or Or at least exaggerating? 
his party sends us a news piece (preferably with! Not if you turn to page 2887 of the word-for- 
a Dictum) l~esto~ I n  K k6es  J im Fulton has ,word Hansard record of Parliament and leanr 
beam t9 ~e.H_'~__a'_Ici_officetwice. Etch_time We. from no less an authority than Treasury Board 
wrote him up and put in his pi.cture. President Robert Andras that it is, as he terms 
• .We have yet to write an unfavourable it, "an ongoing concern with the government." 
piece about a candidate-but simply because we SO what are they doing about it? 
have not had reason to. Spending $84,000 on the Special task force- 
Frankly, we are very disappointed at the "exclusive," explaings Mr. Andras, "of the 
general lack of interest in politics in' Terrace. A~ salaries of'tis 11 members" - -  to try and find out 
few "Ioudmouths"- the rest like they're dead. '~ what's wrong and what, if anything, can be done 
The sensible types, the reasonable sorts, the Mr.. to fix it. 
& Mrs. Average Citizen- quieter than-a fox On the surface it looks good. 
sneaking up on a hen house. It almost seems that Your government DOES care about he way its 
politics in Terrace & Kit`mat attract he far-outs staff so often treats you. 
and saris over the heads of the normal types. And it makes it sound like it really might do 
' What about he 2,500 registered unemployed in something to make the public service stand to 
Terrace District? They all have votes. What attention for that $6.4 billion it annually draws in 
about he X number of unemployed inKit,mat?. pay, plus another $1.3 billion in fringe benefits 
What about he "housewives"- there must be still and a further $'/~/m[ilion in travel costs. 
some left at home- they all have votes, What Almost makes you feel good about paying 
about the groups working for better conditions taxes, knowing that good old Bob Andras really 
for women- more day care facilities to name just has your welfare at heart and resents the shabby 
one usually needed service. How is it • not one treatment you often receive from a couldn't- 
womanis running as a candidate other than Mrs. 'care-less and sometimes even hostile federal 
Campagnolo? How is it that, in a]argely Native st~ff~ 
riding, no one from the Native population is is catch, though. 
The special task force doesn't report back to 
dear old Robert A. until sometime in "mid- 
Summer" by which time the election should be 
over. 
And'then- win or lose for the Trudeau 
government - -  what would the Task Force 
matter? 
But meanwhile, it makes another plank in the 
government's campaign p la t fo rm,  doing right 
bythe  taxpayers, even if it costs :them f~4,000 ~
pins task force salaries. . . . . .  
The  cute little election gimmick was un- 
covered by Conservative MP Lincoln Alexander 
of Hamilton West, with a 'series of 10 searching 
questions on the Commons Order Paper. 
'Has the government established a task force 
on the quality of service to the public?'.' asked• 
Mr. Alexander. 
• "Yes," replied Mr. Andrns, "the Task Force 
. f  
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Letters to the Editer 
on Service to the Public (all in caps denoting 
official status of the group) has been set up as 
part of the government's ongoing concern with 
this issue." . " 
Ash Hah. So it IS an issue. 
"What is its assignment?" asks Mr. Alexan- 
der .  
"To study and report on  the quality of the 
federal service to the public and the public's 
roeption of that service." 
ow is  the, Task  Force  operat ing?  
"Pub l i c  op in ion  is be ing  sought  across  
Canada, "  revea ls  Mr .  Andras ,  ' : throu.gh per -  
sonel  in terv iews  and  d iscuss ions m .con-  
s iderat ion  of possible improvements to the 
quality of public service." 
So on your mark, get sot, ready and go with 
your answers, and don't be bashful. 
always concerned about 
fa i r  presentation, but a 
report which • is mostly 
about problem areas 
within a community will 
inevitably produce a 
certain shock reaction. 
As you know, the story of 
Kit,mat is an ongoing 
one. For many years it 
was seen as a successful 
product of the application 
of community planning to. 
the needs of industrial 
"development but, more 
recently, concerns have 
been expressed about 
emerg ing  health and 
•, social problems,, and it 
was these concerns our  
Hourglass staff  con- 
Dear 1V, rs, Cam- centrated on, Our review wish to commend beth facilities and efforts of 
pagnolo, of the program noted that Captain Art Mountain of the west coast have 
. the story of the problems the Coast Guard here in greatly improved uring 
Further to my recent of isolation generalized, Ottawa, and .Captain thepastfour years, andI 
letter about CBUT without suf f ic ient  Frank Gavin of the wish at this time, on 
Vancouver's ~ Hourglass evidence being p.resen-.Rescue •Coordination behalfofmycoastRuents, ~ 
program on Kit,mat, I ted, about he poszttve as Centre in Victoria for the to thank you for your 
have been advised by our well as the ne~.ative excellent cooperation a d significant participation 
Director for British aspects of life in Kit,mat, assistance they have in this aehievemen. 
Columbia, LenLauk, that and it should have been provided to myself and to _ . 
there did indeed seem to made clear that the my office during recent ~ncerew, 
be grounds for complaint problems are by no weeks. 
about the picture of means unique to Kitimat, Search and rescue ,IonaCampagnolo 
Kitimat presented by the I hope our follow-up 
program. A considerable program has helped to 
number of such com- clarify the sittmuon. 0op  
plain, were received in. In closing, Iwou ld  l ike --.....U"""" Peek ' 
Vancouver, and a to express the Cor- I 
decision was made to peration's regret hat the 
show a " follow:up original program about An appeals court has ef '. a TV .set in the 
prO'~ram covering the Kitimatwas not upto th¢ ruled that police b~l,'no pillowcase. 
~eelings and opinions o£ usual high standard' of right ,.to,,istop, :a, man ,.. Moor~mtid-.l~,kad just 
those who had reacted to halenced CBC reporting, walking down a Harlem left the home of a frie.~! 
the first report. As you • Yours sincerely, street with what looked and had a fur coat and a 
will know from the . l ike a television set in a TV set o f  a particular 
brand in the case. But sample reply that was A.W. Johnson, pillowcase. 
forwarded to you from President The Appellate Division police-said when they 
our Vancouver office, the of New York Supreme ~zarehed the pillowcase 
follow-up was telecast on Court i n  Manhattan they found a different 
delivered that opinion brand Of TV. 
March 13. My dear Colleague: Wednesday and . Police said they also CBS is, of course 
dismissed a burglary found a screwdriver in 
convict ion aga ins t  Moore'spo~. et, sohewas 
Clarence Moore, even charged with posse,ion of
though it was a TV set in burglary tools as well as 
thepillow case and police burglary. . 4;~lto- 
said he confessed to Tlie judges, oy a 
,stealing it. . vote, rifled that the fact 
that the police guess was 
"This court is faced correct was "irrelevant" 
with a basic question of and they had no."foueded 
whether a black man suspicion" for hiking him 
carry a television set, be in for questioning. 
it e -xP0sed or covered in a "An Individual's right 
sack, in a public street,", to walk the public _ " 
said the decision written without fear and an- 
I am writing at this 
time to commend you on 
the ex~ellent essistahce 
provided to the west coast 
fishing industry by our 
country's Search and 
Rescue Forces during the 
recent herring .roe 
fishery. " 
The improved coor- 
dination of resources, and 
the outstanding com- 
mitment of the personnel 
involved to their tesk~ 
have beth played im- 
portant roles in the 
significant improvement 
in search and rescue 
services on eur west 
coast. In particular, I 
Victoria Report with Cyril Shelford 
~ur Justice Francis hey,nee should not be 
pby. circumscribed by  per- 
Moore was stopped by mlttl~ the police to stop 
plain-clothes police on and hRerfo~ate him on 
West 149th Street in the bask of a 'hunch' that 
January, 1976 because will be wrong, as often as 
the yell,omen saw what itiseorrect,'the d cision 
3i , . lc~o~ed ' ]]k~ 'Y~- outlin-e " said. 
Some intelligent waitress, with a few bucks of " ' 
her own in the bank will finally get tired of being ~'he proposal I made this week in Vietoria~vas Government measure' can and is considered a • I'm trying to make is - if we want our Members 
' underpaid, overworked, and having to put up to set up a small "All Party Committee " to  find' Vote of non(.confldence and if passed, means an to be independent and truly reflect the wishes of 
with the Jig saw puzzle layout of the average ways to streamline the Legislature, and br ing  election. However, many .times the tact:in,, a the co~tituenta, then there must be real reform 
restaurant planned more for a taxi-driver to  about change to get the business done. This Member could have complete confidence mms .of. Parl iament and only have Government 
~t ra  mileage from than a gel with a tray. would enable the Minister's to get out of Victoria or her Party - yet against certain msues, cezeatod on non-confidence votes, not on each 
Some smart-ass will come in. Give her the usuel and take a look.at the problems out in the ' In, my opinion, if free votes became common and every issue. L 
lip. Then he'll make the usualgrab with his dirty countryside. - practice as they are in the united states, west Having said this, I must say I've mainly en- 
hands. She'll let him have it - Pew. With a full If this is not done, the Minister's have to rely Germany and Switzerland better legislation Joyed my stay in the Legislature to be able to 
tray-and she'll quR;andthe other girls will.quit, sole. on advice from the senior civil servants would come out o f  Paruament, Dec,use me speak out  on issues even thoueh st times I've 
And the word will spread. Andmaybe, out ofit, wh i~ normally oniy presont one aid of the story. Government inpoWer would have.torely en_go~l been ~,~ unpopular with my Party, which 
will cpme a decent Food Servers' Union. But I; It has been my ex erience that it's always legislation rather men rely enurety on t.'arty generally s~eaking has done a seed Job for the 
gotta go. I don't know. Some day perhaps. Who desirable to hear ~e ~ views of the average d isc ip l ine. .  • . . . . . . . .  : • ............... ' people of tfiis province. Y . " "" 
knows? It might happen here. But don't count citizen, as their views are often quite different " Meat people- kay "weft why d~snrt ~e  If I had to do it over again, I wouldn't do lt any 
c~ Jtl and present a balanced view. The Minister is M~mber vot~ against he Legislation if thereto .e~arway. Thechangeslprepoeewouldn,tcome. 
then in a position to make a i~easonable d cision, something he or she doesn't like", it is tar earner • rote effect till thenext  Parliament, and would 
A . . . . .  :. , .  ,!, . . . . . . . .  ,~.,. b~..4 ..c . . . . . . .  I. said than done, and I can speak because I:ve only benefit future M,L,A,'s, 
,-~ u . .o . ,  ,~ , . , .~  o=. . , .o  ~,,.. v. ,~ "°" '  done it on several occasions, However, we have in action when the Honourable Bob Mc~[~and . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - -  [~m~,~ to race me zacts otare- a memoer pa s a penmty [ I J~  • came to Terrace and saw first hand the situation o....~^~.., ~. ~...I .~,. . . . . .  ~.,. ,..,~,..,..~..,o ,m.o~, / /~ /~| |  
nnA #t~n nnnnn~.nn  ^ ¢' ~ , ' L~IA  A i .o , ' J t l , .  tn~.^l l ra.4 AVi  ~ ivu iS t~ mi ,~ o l lvw~I ,  6 i i~o u i~kr~l i~ i i . . , v .  , L . i~  • 
' ~ i i  ~dr~ • &i~dE& U 4&l  UVTV&Mt  Ir~ M~k~.  v l t v  ~ Vl_a~ e~ ~ t~ iv  This gave the Minister the o rtunity to see the ~...,.~.~,.... n o, ~.o...~ .,^mo°~P~°~ ~,o .,..,,z,~ .,o.,o,, chances of getting the nomination at the next 
have done sitting in Victoria). " ~,,,,..,.,,: .- e , . - - . ,  .w. .  ,........., ...~ 
• . . . . .  ' - ' - -  - "  - - - - - -e - ,  . . . . . .  ,- - lot of ' strong member in the Constituency. If 
HI  i l l~  U~gUU| i .  ~U K 'a i ' i lU i l l  l i t{} WaDIA~ 4~ " ' • • , anyone wants to dispute this, they should only ~hue attacking each other, ~.ather than  the . . . . . . .  - . .  ,.~ . . . .  look at the record of rebel Members and 85 to 90 remems oz me country. Tins m oecause on°am 
P-redo ,,o ,,,oo,,~,,,, ..,t,o,, m. .  ,,,,,.. , , ,  Ioo,oo ~o per cent go down at the next nomination con-. 
' ' an ci in .~ . .v . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  nearly always along Party line d de ded " , -  ~'~" l,,ck,, c^m ""  from o fur oz o-ca 
~l~aturb~e~reHth:  oP~rtmYmognO~y into the  wipers ~as"w~ kno~v~ an~: th~ peo~le~e~- 
e~- • . . . . ~ tremely loyal (which I appreciate) however, I 
The problem is with the system we nave wmcn too- have oaid a orion bv sittina in the back- 
has b~en .developed over  many yea~ and'ben'chforl§ofmy~years'witha-~reatly 
g.aurded Jeam.usly oy all Go.Vernmenm up ~.o .~.s, reduced pension and only one trip in 28 yesrs 
.tune .as  zt. zeav.es complete controz ot ..me : beth inside and outside the c0untry sponsor~l by 
t,egmmmre m me nan,s ot any uovernment mat vernment when m Go , some ambers get one or ,, " .,, 
ha - - -ns  to  be there .  " ~ ~r k two  t r i  a ear  " - I to ld  you not to ddnk  all dmt  p l~ , • , y . . • . . . . . . .  . 
In Canadian parliaments a Vote against a• I c0~give  many other examples but the point , • - - - 
, t 
I 
. Your public library has just received a number 
of fascinating new biographies which should 
delight readers Of this genre. All of themare  
about people that everyone should know. Even if 
biography is not your thing you might consider 
one of these. 
"Chou: An informal biography of China's 
legendary Chou En-Lai" by John MeCook Roots. 
Photographs are included in this short and 
eminently readable account of the life of China's 
number two man during the rule of Mao Tse 
Tung. Here .you will meet .the adventurous 
youth, the revolutionary and the political leader• 
"Conan Doyle" by Hesketh Pearson• The 
creator of the legendary Sherlock Holmes comes 
• to life with this short book. "Conan Doyle was a 
fervently religious man and his spiritualistic 
fendencies figure prominently in this story of his 
life. 
"A Self Portrait" by Kenneth Clark. This is an 
autobiography of the famous critic and art 
historian in two parts. Volume one "Another 
Part of the Wood" recounts his growin~ up in 
Ed~vardian England. Volume two "The Other 
Half"' follows his meteoric areer from World 
War 1 to the famous "Civilization" series seen 
on TVa  few years a~o. 
"Duplessis" hy Conrad Blaek. More than 
any other man in recent history 
Duplessis haped the destiny of Quebec. He was 
premier from 1936 until his death in 1959 with an 
interruption to his rule during the war years. 
This book is more than a biography of a 
politician - it is a chapter out of the history of 
Quebec. 
".McClure: the China Years" by Munroe 
Scott. McClure was a man of extraordinary 
energies who was a missionary, surgeon, 
mechanic and adventurer. Born of Canadian 
~fents he lived in China during most of the first 
of this century. This is a spell~unding tale 
of those years. 
"Ma l lowan 's  Memoirs"- by Max Mallowan. 
Husband of Agatha ChrisUe, Manowan's fame 
does not rest only On his late wife's mystery 
writing accomplishments, lVlallowan was the 
archaeologist who uncovered Nimrod, the an- 
cient capital of Ass~'ia. 
"Oh, God" 
shallow 
entertainment 
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Cassie Hall parents learn 
about drugs 
The Cassie Hall Home 
and School group met 
April 12 in the school 
library for a workshop 
with Cst. Len Nolan of the 
Terrace RClVIP con- 
cerning various drugs 
and their abuses. 
"soft" drugs, and an 
outline of local drug 
problems. 
Anyone interested in 
learning about this 
subject, should contact 
the RClVlP drug squad. 
T////eum i Close to 30 parents were in attendanee and J e  
most felt it was a com- ~.~ /~,~ 
prehensive presentation. ~ , ,~s , ,  "¢._ 
Also included ,~,vere ~ 472"0 LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-8111,~ 
practical sugl~estious on & 
how to cope vnth chfldren ~ SHOWING AT 8 P.M. experimenting with 
J'" ' I ~ APRIL 30 Mysteries of the Gods and 
, Run for Blue 
: APRIL 30-IAY 3 ] 
q/~ a,  ng ,  1 i Bawd/Adventures of Tom iene, ; 
i lrayealle i 
• ~ For the Love of Hike ' • K • ,K  
~ APRa n , 
Oh, ion 4, 
I t  s time to caU your I °~ " - APRIL 30-MAY I We]come Wagon ho~te~. / 
Happy Birthday Uplands . . . . . , ; .w . , . . !  ! TeIefon* ' :i 
• w=.o~,o , . . .  
Uplands Elementary Lessons during the day the school on April 25, • F******k*****-k**********i****~k** 
School celebrated its 20th concentrated on hap- 19~.. 
• -o .¢o .e  • • • o~ • • H • .  •• . .  • • • • o .  . . . .  anni#ersary this week penings during that era, ~'; .................... . .;.;'.;... . ° • * ° * ' • '• ' * ' * ' * - * - * -•** ' °~*~***""•"  - ; "  * • ?**•" .......................................... . . . . , . . . • . , . . . . . , , . , , ,  , *  * * ,  * ,  • • * • • ¢ 
with a five-foot cake, an which gave the ;~;.;.;~;~..~;~;.;~;.:.;~:<~;.~:~:~;~;.;~;~:.;.;:~:;:~:~:.:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:~:.:.:~:.:~:~:~:.:.:~:~:::::~:::::::::.:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:.:.:~:.:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:~:.:.:.:~:.:.::::::.:~:.:~:~:.:~:~:....:~: 
important visitor and youngsters a recent =========================================================================================================================================================================================================================== ...... 
history lesson. 
some costumes ATTEND rem'.misoent of the As a final treat, 
op~nmgl ' days of the students were dismissed '" SAeREO 
from school a hal~-hour ~ ' 
Vesta Douglas, first HEART 
principal of the. school, Leslieearly Peterson,aS they WereMinisterbY THE 
was on hand to give an of education, who opened ' 
inspiring speaeh to the . i CHURCH stude ts who ssembl d ":':':':':':':':':':':':':"""-".:':~':""':" PkqlSH 
for the celebrations prior Sask. (CP) - -  A study of i 
to lancht~e, and to cut thevalue of sports fishing , 4130 llrlume Ave. TiPPleS 
the Bake afterward with in Saskatchewan shows Phon~63s.2511 
• byRev.~avi~Ma~ya derstandingofGedwould the help o f  current anglers pendabout $36 . . . .  ~ 
~: ....... f,~., :affinm "with: tha~ movie principal Don MaeCloud million a year. in the. , UPLANDS; . . . . .  or  ; : 
;~C~rrt~Uy~;@lay~. ,:[ at ,that we .e~toJove/0ne b~d the y0~gest student pray,lice., Adolph Mat- ~ Zi0N ~': ..... 
'the local cinema i s '  Oh, an0th~r, indeed this is in &e schoo! Bruce do .Ha,  minister of tourism BAPTIST • 8:10:lSls'a.mra.m. . . .  "~" 
an(~ renewable resources, Gedt" the story of an God's commandment. Hoog. OHUROH BAIqiST YOUR "= '~  assistant manager of a "Love one another as I Some staff members said there were 243,OOO ~:30 p.m. 
supermarket (played by have loved you." But and students dressed in anglers in the provinee in Pastor O.K. Hole 63S.939S 
John Denver) and his notice that in the baove late-1050's style', and 1975. ' , Cornerof Haliiwell 
and N.Thomos OHOReH 
el~ounter with God quote thereis  a prfound, ***************************~k ~ 0:00,.rn. Oil)In T .chin.  OHOIOE I (played by, George difference between the 
' uncloy School • 
~un~). movie God and the God .~ • '¢ ,,:®a.m Morning Worship Cop. Sparks & K,IIN MEiNONIli. 
.or those that still ~ve-,. inJea- ;* , _ _  ~-~ ~ THEATRE*: THIS . , ,n , ,  I harbour n tions of God Th  notion of god ~ Service , Is le,  Paul Mohninoer 
~:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Office 635.2407 , being a man with long hmnbling himslef does R , • K - 4¢ Home 635.5309. 
white hair sitting up in ,not mean showing up at : ~ ~ ~,~ PASSES: ~:: 0:oo Home Bible 
heaven, tht~ movie will the door as a 10usboy, it is "~ • . Studies ' ;unday School ,:45 .,m OiOMH I 
notions,certainlYif shatteron]y to pointsuch God in Chrlst is showed m° e' The lov  of ;~k . )= i  I~ . .  Hidden somewhere m the  .IC "~' "You are welcome at Morning Worship 11:0© SUNDAY 
atte, n~pt°Ut the absurditYto visualize°fGod.anY des°hue in on°he theSufferingcross. Theand 4~1~ ads in the en~i /u~ent  ~ Uplands" . o.m. ' • 3401 Sby Streeti3S401S li
Gears.At rch Burnsan absurddoeslevel,well teliua to love -- he showsChr i s t tan  God does. ot ~ ,==~ section are two Terrace ~* gNOX 0HUR{}H ~,,,o, ~,,y, ,  be .  I 
:~IE phone numbers. . ~ 10:00 a.m. Sunday I as God. It was disap- us. 
pointing however~ that God's promise to us in , m Findthem,andifoneisyoursyou've ~ OF OHRIST  
• the ~anfl]lar ¢igar was not that such love will ~ ~ won. " ; UNITED 'l:00a'm'FamllyW°rsh' 1 
, present. NotiCe that there transform the entire : ~m~ Pick up your tickets at the Herald .~ A . . . .mA.  60D LUTHERAN se.,c. 
• ]n scriptural warrant for eresti0n. It is not "You I such a view -- Isatch'e talkrrll listen." ' ~ office, 3212 Kalum St, 4( ununun . , ,  River Drive 
, . r r l~ ,  B.C. OHUROH vision of God included a 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
house that was filled with • Minister Rev, 630.1561 Car. Sparks St. . - -  . . . . - - . . . , . . . , . .  
smoke (Isaiah 6:4). Rav. R.L. White & Park Ave. I ~ |e  N l l l - IN IW~l l  o. s p.~y en- A ONB HOUR TVSPECIAL  ..re Mnrtyn Sunday School 10:00 a,rl~ 
te r ta lnment -  leve l  the ' . , , Rev. R.L. White Rev. Roll Nosterod ARBL IO I  Graham Morning Worship 11:00 , I , -S . ,  movie wu worthw~e, . r~e l , I _ . i  ..ao~ S~h0o, But for those that would " a.m. attempt o develop a ;enlor ,2 & ,p Io:oo a.m Evenln, Worship~:O0p,m. Morn,ngServleeU:eo-..m ~UR~N 
theology on the various JD ] JL  l l y  LJnder 12 - 11:00 a.m. Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 Church School 9:4S a.m. 4726 Lalelle AYe. 
plaUtuclos that were  set NorshlpServlce 11:00a.m. p.m. Sunday School, Con. 635.901~ 
~orth, the result would be IN flrmetlon Sunday Services: . . . .  " Youth and Adult ClosSel 9:30a.m. Informau Service 
• " Church School & Adult a ve~shallow faith. ' 
I n  the movie, God's Oiscussl~ 
l~ane 'Icare' has a lack 11:00 e,m.  Holy Com. 
of meaning in the face of v .  reunion for the family 
today's human once .ms. . , ,  ~ , .  " Ministers: n " " ' " '  %N a: ''"<'''"'' 
exist?c°ntinue?why TMdoesd°eshate OWned , i I A i  I 1416lev' Stephen lease • 1 
fear nile the world? Will ~ ' L I i  I , . ' 
. . . . o ,  oo..e.... 
, ~ g  an end to all  life? 
human exidence is taken 
seriously, the idea. that 
'God cares and he nopeo 
• that we canmake it work' 
is not a vision of ho~. 
The notion that G~ set 
the world in motion an d 
left It to run or run down L " lhO0 I.m, Plmlly WorIl~l 
does not inspire hope for Service 
the human condition. 
This theory (God Is the 
cosmic watchmaker) has 
been around, for ,a long ~ 
time. ~ 
,Aocordl~_ to the ad- 
vocates of this th~ry. /: 
God is simply the tint E;~ 
cam, ,  the one that set B creation i  motion. God is 
like the watchmaker who 
,re,  tea a clock and then 
i t  runs by itself. For .us as 
ntu~aus, we simply nave 
to' abide by the rules o! 
mother nature, anu 
ever~ing will run like 
cloclhvor]~. In actuality It
ends up running like 
'Clockwork.OranP." ~' 
The Christian tm- 
When Billy Graham visited India, he witnessed the devastation caused by an 
eighteen foot idal wave and c/clone that struck, the east coast of the country,, 
destroying the land, villages, end kll][ng neerlyA00,000 people. This one hour 
television special is an emotionally moving account of Rewrend Graham'e trip 
as he preeched to crowds of almost 600,000, giving them new spiritual hope 
and strength to rebuild not only their villages but their lives. 
SAT., APRIL 39 9,'00. i'M 01Tl-l"f eH ~3/6''  
ONRISTlU 
REFORMED 
OHUROH 
Sparks St, • 
Straume Ave, 
Rsv, S, Van Dulen 
S~ncley School • T~rrace 
i,m, 
Sunny School. Rerno h00 
p,m, 
11:00 a.m. Worship Servlc0 
5:00 p.m. Worlhlp ,Service 
I 
, . . . . . . . . , . . . •• .~. , . , ; ,  • • . , . . . . . . , . . ,  • . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . •  .,..-•.,,....,...•.......,,,..o.......,....,',..'.'.'.'.',:..'.:.'.,;." . ;  ; , ' . ; .~ i ; . ' , ' . ; . .¢ . ' . ' ¢ , ' , ' . '  ' . ' . ,  
*Oo* l l l l l i .%e l l ° '  .%'l%%lle#Oe%O .°•'e'o°•t.eole%%•elee•°.°t'ee.°.10%°l ° .  o•loee%%loOeeoo•%Oo%Oee.o.%'eOlto%%°e%~.ee'oel°e°o°l. 6 i o o • .  o o • .  I . . °1°4  .o Q•%e•oao %e1%°o~ 
. # • • t • e o lee 'e l•e l ' • '•  • ° ee.e.•o'e%•oOo••'leo'eeil~teoee.olle'eoeoe#tt•'o. • e o I • o e e • . e o • • ° t 0 . e • 'teeele.~ot.eete~eeoO~eeloO~oe.'•'ie~'l•oee•et.•.'ellee~'•~e• 
~lol%'eo~t~•t%%%•loi%e *~•%%e-%~o`•-%~`°.~-%%~%%~.t~%e~e.e~%~`o-~-%e~%o.~*~%e~e~e~°~e~•~e~e~|e~ ~ • • ~ ~ • • t e o • .,e ~ I i * e .  t t • .~  • ~ e,~ ~ • e 
I:30 p,rn. l van l l l i f l c  
hive°Ion MeMIng 
Mcmdoy Night 
I :~  p,m, Bible Study I 
Prayer/b~14~lllg 
WedneMby 
;aN p.m, LNk l  .14~M 
Lugue Fellowlhlp 
hturclsy 
AM "Service*' S W~ 
servlcse on Glcll~, 
LtS.~ldl 
Christian CAun~lllng 
Emerp~W Welfare 
~lrllualRIm)urcel 
"THE /bUrN THE CALL" 
April 17 Monday M 7:80. 
the FILM "MARTIN 
LUTHER" ~ ',' I ....... . ..... ; .... ; ..... ..!.. J.., o ,oo lo  o• loeooeo lo .oo .o  o ,oQ * 
le%loee%%ee%o , 6#o,• e COlleen% onion%Be%% os•leeeo I~ • 0 I  l 
' . ' , ' . ' . ° * 'o ' . ' . ' *  o °, ,°.**%%?.?.?.:d.:,:.:.:.:..,,;:;. 
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National Youth Bowlers 
meet in Thunder Bay 
Aprif2?th, 1978w ill see team total of 3541 in ~,etter, from Windsor 
276 young bowlers con- provincial cham- t:,)wl, Edmonton. 
verge on Thunder Bay, pionships across the Junior Boys Singles 
Ontario to compete in the country. Team members From B.C. John 
14th Annual National Andy Stoddart and Tom ;aachuk from Hyper- 
Youth Bowling Council 5-, McEaehern won gold ,¢nsitm Escape,.' m 
Pin Championships. They medals in 1977 on the ,'~a~tson Creek, and from 
are the end result of some Senior Boys team while •'ai~cta, Dwayne 
73,000 youngsters who Kirby Morrison won his ~bearer, Mountain View 
participated in gold medal as a member Bowl, Calgary. 
elimination rounds of the 1972 Bantam Boys Junior Girls Singles 
consisting of house, zone, Championship Team. B.C. Leslie Wilson from 
and provincial Southern Ontario's Nechako Lanes in Prince 
playdowns. Junior Gir~s Team from George 
For over a year now, Markham scored 3214 at Jod-y Read from Alta. 
the host committee in the provincial finals to Bowladrome, Red Deer. 
Thunder Bay has been lead the nation. Team Senior Boys Singles 
hard at work securing members Shirley Matus Randy Quires from 
billet homes for the and Susan MacKenzie Laugheedlanes, Burnaby 
competitors and. making won gold medals in 1976 in B.C. 
various other in, the Bantam Girls Bill Todd from Capri 
arrangements. They will Team Divison and their Bowl of Lethbridge Alta. 
reap the fruits of their prior experience in an- Senior BGirls Singles 
untiring efforts on April tional competition will no Kim Wilson from 
281h, 29th, and 30th as the doubt provide incentive Nechako Lanes, Prince 
276 Provincial Cham- to the entire team in their George, B.C. 
pions, representing 10 quest for gold in 1978. Chris Ahronson 
provinces and 1 territory The bes.t crowd ever is Grandin Bowl, St. Albert, 
take to the lanes to expected to attend the Alta. 
compete for national 1978edition f theNational The Bantam Boys 
titles and the coveted Youth Bowling Council 5- Teams from British 
gold, silver and bronze Pin Championships. Volumbia-Valiey Lanes, 
medallions in the Close to 3,000 people will Rutland. 
following categories: attend the Closing The Junior Boys teams 
11 Years of Age and Ceremonies and Medal from Britiah Columbia 
Under-Bantam boys Presentations on Sunday from Kelowna Capri 
singles, Bantam boys evening, April 30th at the Lanes. 
teams, Bantam girls Fort William Gardens. The Senior Boys teams, 
singles, Bantam Girls Should information be from British Columbia/, 
teams, required during the Maillardville Lanes, 
14 years of age and Championship, please Coqultlam. 
under-Junior boys call tournament . The Bantam Girls 
singles, Junior Boys headquarters, Superior Team from British 
teams, Junior Girls Bowl, Telephone Number Columbia, Juniper 
Singles, Junior Girls 622-2515, area code 807 Lanes, Cranbrook. 
teams. Junior Girls teams, 
18 Years of Age and Bantam Girls Singlea from Kelowna, Capri 
B.C., Tewana Urn- Lanes. 
t 
Canada downed by Finland in 
first Prague game I 
Fcnns 14-12 in the first the game was all over Finnish penalties did not l
PRAGUE (CP) "-- Head Pl~iY~well, s admission period and got two goals after 20 minutes and result ~ in manpower[ coach Harry Howell's biggest fear as Team that he wasworried came from Dennis Maruk and when the Finns tied the shortages because each'. 
Canada approached its when someone mentioned one each from Jean score and finally went time the Finn was ac-[ 
first game in the 1978 that Canada seemed to Pronovost anc] Bob ahead we couldnrt regain companied to the penalty 
world hockey cham- have an easy sehedule, Picard while Matti out momentum," said box by a Canadian,_ . . . .  i 
pionshipwas that it would starting off pgainst Fin- Hagman of Quebec Nor- Howell. OFth~ estimated 50,000 • 
h~/ve trouble with the land, East Germany, the cliques scored for Canada had nine caves in the U.S., only 
fast-skating Finnish United States and West Finland. penalties to two for 17,000 have been ex- 
team. Germany, before "Our players thought Finland. And the two Iplored. 
His nightmare became meeting the powerhouses . . . .  
a reality Thursday as the of the eight-country ]
Canadians blew a 4-1 tournament. 
first-periodlead nd went "The Finns are pretty T h e  SPECIAL edition down to defeat 6-4, their good," he said. "They 
first loss ever to Finland skate like the Swedes." 
in world championship Canada outshot the YAMAHAS 
Vancouver Pacific baseball , se 
Catcher Bruce Robinson year absence. 
and shortstop Rob Pic- First baseman Jerry 
ciolo led a 13-hit attact as Tabb also had three hits 
Vancouver Canadians while designated hitter ~hehe:~:e~gt!::ttoah~ 
defeated San Jose Tim.Hosley and Picciolo 
Missions 9-4 Wednesday had two hits. 
night in the return of Picciolo also drove in 650 Special combines 
Pacific Coast League threeruns, toincrease his provenperformancewith $2,519 o0 
baseball here. RBI total to a club- a distinctive new look. 
Robinson also tripled leading 13. XS400-E 
The XS400 has the big bike look in a mid Rnecia/ 
'twiCeimprovedaStheirCanadmnSrecord to Right-hander Craig size frame. The customized style and See the Edition 
l ow seat height will make this model the 
6-5 10afore a crowd of Mitchell pitched dix m°stp°pularinitsclass'$t]l'lAa0g=='W Yamahas today/ 
innings for Vancouver, 7,128. " 
The game marked the scattering nine hits to 
return of AAA baseball to record his second win nf" 
Vancouver afteraneight- the season. TOOVEY SERVICE 
Ex-champ jockey hurt 4946 6reig Deale'r Licorice Number 02013A 635-5929 
was immediately behind 
on Soft Sport and could 
not avoid Firdabee. His" 
mount also went down. 
gAP) -- Former national 
riding champion Angel 
Cordero is expected to be 
out of action for eight 
weeks after he and 
Under Senior Boys 
singles, Senior Boys pherville •from 5th The Senior Girls team 
teams, Senior Girls Avenue Bowl in Prince from Mail lardvil le another jockey, Raul 
Singles, Senior Girls George, Alberta, Sheila Lanes, Coquitlam. Ramirez, were seriously 
teams. " injured Wednesday in a 
A list of competitors i Bruise 7-5 over Bighorns spill at Hollywood Park. 
attached. All singles will Cordero, 35, who led the 
com.pete, at Superio~ B.C.. (CP) -- New while other came from United States with 345 
UOWl; all gins yearns Wee[minster Bruins gary Plammandon," wins in 1968 and set a 
Galazy Lanes; and all defeated Billings . . Harvey Pocza and Mike record $4,709,500 in 
boys teams at Playtime Bighorns 7-5 in me drsz Kouwenhoven. winnings in 1976 before 
Lanes.The Championship game of the Western New.  Westminster Steve Cauthen topped 
will be conducted on a Canada Hockey League outshot Billings 29-23. that mark  last year, 
round robin, match play final series before 3,779 p~ ............. ~ ,~=~. .~ suffered a compound 
basis. The teams wil ! fans Wednesday. ~~~~.~; !~.~i  fracture of tbe eighth 
bowl 3 games against The second game of the ~ = thoracic vertebra in his 
each province and the best of seven final is ~ ' l r l k~ l~r~ back during the fall, 
singles 2 games against scheduled for tonight in K.,~l,~It.J~.ll. ~t,t,~ . hospitalauthorities said. 
each rovince One point Vancouver, with the next , 'rhe s-m occurred in 
will be awarded for each three games to be played 1 = th= sixth race when 
gamewon . . . . .  . . . . . . .  : . . . .  ' :,in', Bi l l ings begmning ,~r¥r ' f .~ ;* ,  C~rd~rd's mount; ~Fir -~ 
Seven out of,/the 276/~Sattirday. : : L , "  ~ ' '~ :g~'~J ' l " ,  ~ ' -  dabee, brokd .his right 
competitors are "former The teams @ere tied 2-2 forelee and fell comina to 4418 Leg io~ 
Canadian Champions. at the end of the first SEEKS WITNESSES the ei~J~th pole. Ram~ez 
Valerie Hoppe of period but the Brutes ST.LOUIS (AP)--Tha 
Thompson, Manitoba WDn scored three unanswered lawyer for heavyweight 
a gold medal in the goals in the first half of champion Leon Spinks 
the second periDd to take bas passed out handbills 
a lead they never seeking witnesses to the 
relinquished. - boxer's arrest last Friday 
Bantam Girls Singles in 
1975 while Chris 
Ahronson of St. Al.bert, 
Alberta won the same 
event in 1974. Both girls 
will meet head on this 
year in the Senior Girls 
Singles Divison. 
Manitoba's Senior Boys 
Team from Winnipeg 
should prove to be ex- 
tremely tough. They 
racked up the highest 
DougDerkson and John 
Ogrodnick scored two 
goals each to lead the 
Bruins, with sing|es 
coming from Scott 
MacLeDd, boris Fistric, 
and Brian Young. 
Cal Roadhouse scored 
twice for tbe loser.~, 
which were out-shot 29-23. 
on a restaurant parking 
• lot. Spinks, 24, was 
arrested by city police 
when officers noticed the 
car he was driving had no 
lights. Police •said small 
quantities of subatances 
believed to be cocaine 
and marijuana were 
found in the boxer's hat. 
w 
MEAN 
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Have Your Drapes 
PerfectPleated 
at  
Your Friendly 
Phone 635-511~ 
TkavYFa Mara!  Ilum   mm m m 
KEEP THEM OUT!  , 
G LAOi ER G LASS Phone | 
NEAREST THING TO A L IFET IME*  . ENGINE I I I . 
(Reduces the frictional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years). 
NEW T.M.T. HOT "PLATES" THE INSIDE8 OF YOUR ENGINE 
WITH A 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE On Pont 
Teflon*COATING! 
WHAT IS TMT?  
TMT ~s a superconcentrated hqu,d for- 
mulahon mcorporatmg Du Pont TEFLON'. 
the same chemical compound that went to 
the Moon in the lunar vehicle engmes When 
TMT =s added to an engine crankcase, this 
key ingredient mstantly goes to work agamst 
• the No. One Cause of poor gas mileage. 
sluggish performance, h=gh operating tem- 
peratures, and mechamcal breakdown: fnc. 
fional drag. 
But unless you're a chemical engineer, 
rtght now you're more mterested in what TMT 
does than how ~t does =t So here =l is. m a 
nutshell: 
TMT IS FAST! There's nothing domphcated 
about using TMT-a  t2-~,ear-old kid could do 
it in less than 60 seconds .. and not even get 
his hands dirtyt ... 
TMT IS PERMANENT~ It's an engme treat- 
menl not an o=1 treatment Just one single 
aoplication ~s all tt takes to I~ermanenrlypro- 
tact your engme, for as long as you own your 
• carl 
TMT IS SAFE! We've put our money where 
our mouth is on this with a $1.000,000 
Product Liabihty Policy Issued by a nahonally 
famous insurance company,. 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE! Effecrwe Ior any car, 
truck, or other vehicle --whether ~t's this 
year's m~del or one that's 15 years old! Pro- 
tectsand preserves new englffes 'tightens 
up" and reluvenates old ones~ 
1 TMT IS GUARANTEED Every TMT Treat- 
ment sold carries w~tl~ t the strongest, most 
=run-clad Guarantee we could think urg- 
e GUARANTEED: Better gas mdeage. 
more m~les from every tankful . Or 
money back m fulP 
m GUARANTEED Less od burning long. 
er per=ode before "topping off" . or 
money back rn fulP 
• GUARANTEED. Smootherengme perfor- 
mance lessstallmg and rough ~dhng 
or money back m fufP 
• GUARANTEED: Increased horsepower 
and higher compression . more zip and 
accelerahon dr money back in full:. 
'= • GUARANTEED Longer engme life 
fewer repair b,ls.(especbally for costly 
rmg and piston obs) or money back m 
lull 
• GUARANTEEO~ All these important. 
money.sawng benefits no matter how 
:~" long you own your vehicle or money 
back m full r 
n wow of the many possible sawngs and 
benefits oiled above, w~at do you suppose 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
pay for a one.irma, permanent treatment of 
TMT? $5000') $10000') MORE'/ 
"Well• hsten to this The esfabhshed retail 
price of TMT is only $14 951 That's right, only 
$14,95--a Ilny Investment hat couid'l~ossibly 
pay itself beck dozens ot times over. m say- 
rags.on gas, od. and reva,r bdls Fantastrc. 
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Office for 
Du Punt's fluorcarbon resins• 
• FACT The coat of owning and operating any vehic le- -car ,  bun, truck, you 
name I t - -has  gone s l ra lgM through the celt lngl The cost  of gasol ine and o11? UPl 
The payment l  demanded by ikt l led (and not-so- ik l l led)  Mechan lc I?  UP! The 
pr lcetegs on new card and truoki?  UPl It's positively I l cken lng- -and I t ' l  going t 0 gel 
worse before it gets any  bettefl 
ED ALMIIUIST WORLD FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEER REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TREATMENT. 
"The active Chemical inured ant in "T.M.T." has "And once "T.M.T." has been added to an an. 
a special affinity for metal wlllch causes It to glee-positive results can be seen through the 
"plate" and adhere,to all,exposed friction sur. experienced and trained eyes of even the most 
faces Po ymers attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They will notice a decldee 
thickness which means a "controlled" build.up ncrease in compression readings-which Indl. 
~occurs around worn surfaces, which accounts fOr cares that piston and.rin~, seal have Improved. 
the numerous user-reports of*reduced "blow.by", An Increase in idle r.p.m, s will also be date.of. 
increased compression readings, and reduced oil abe due to the reduced friction after a vow 
consumption1 . hundred miles of "T,M.T," "plating". 
"And in order to effect a permanent treatment, ,,CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M,T." easy to'use 
you simply add "T.M.T." to the crankcase oil (t  should take 30-seconds at the most for addle| 
through the oil f er hole (so,easy-that even a permaoeet trearme.t)-but its results con De 
a. child can do It)-preferably after the engine seen even under "the careful scrutiny of any 
has reached normal operating temperature. The mechanic! The benefits that can be expected with 
engine should then be run for a minimum of "T.M.T." In the engine--are as follows: In. 
thirty m hulas, n order to make sure that all creased Gas Mileage--Increased Horsepower-Less 
friction surfaces are "plated". Only eight ounces 011 Consumption - Leks Wear On Internal Parts- 
are required for the average passenger car or Reduced Emissions-Lower Operating Tempera* 
small truck engine• • lures - Easier Cold Weather Starts!" , 
Now that you've heard from the expert . . .  listen to the raves af ordlnhIT drivers. 
THE'RESULTS PEOPLE HAVE GOTTEH ARE SO SENSATIONAL, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S 
WRY WE'VE "BLEEPED" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... 
(Once you've put T,M.T. in your vehicle, you'll be filling in the figures yourself). 
• Motorcycle Racer 
gets more power! 
"As an engineering student end 
• racer. I was interested in, what 
T.M.T would do In a tenth mile 
speed test, 
A series of runs from a standing 
. start showed that our E.T. (Elapsed 
Time) was reduced by XX a second 
after T.M.T was added to the fuel 
mix In my 125 c.c. Kawasaki MO. 
torcross racin.g motorcyce. 
As a student of engineering this 
proved that T.M.T reduced friction 
end increased powe(."' 
K,B. - Racer 
"Bad Deal" becomes wrong. Of course he probably 
"Good Deal"with "T.M.T." . won't admit it until he uses the 
:TMT In his car that i'm giving him 
"i've tried'gas avers, pills, new as e present." -- R.Wo 
filters, engine treatments, etc. My 
friend told me about a product  Aut0Mechanlc , 
that his father had just tested for recomme, Ms "T.M.T"I 
his fleet of trucks and I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic and t 
you guessed it was T.M.T. drive a '67 Caddy~ and it was us.- 
My mileage has gone from XX to ing a lot of gas in the city ssol 
an unbelievably astounding XX. My on the highways. I was settiu B 14 I 
father, who Is a car mechanic miles to the gallon, but now since 
told me It's impossible but I've I've been usln~ "T.M.T" t pick up 
kept exact records on my last four XX gallons in rue city-and XX gal. 
tankfuls and have proven the old Ions on the highway, so I know 
saylng that even fathers can be you people have e good product 
and /wil l  recommend it," 
Mr. O,T,B.' 
F ILL  OUT AND MAIL No-R ISK COUPON--TODAY! ' 
'ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER.' DUE TO OVERWHELMING OEMAND. (FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE), 
I 
Enclosed is 17 cheque or C] money' order 
I-I one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 
Name: 
Address: 
City: Prov.: " 'P.C, 
FOREST I'AWN DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 550, Stat,on J, Calgary, Alberta. T2A 4X8 
r I . y 
t t 
Clarence Michiel rallies volleyball serve 
t , 
ClareneeMichiel 
Elementary School in 
Terrace is holding an 
inter-city volleyball 
tournament this weekend 
and boasts an anticipated 
player crowd of 200 young 
athletes. 
Plafis for the Clarence Michiel Volleyball 
Playday to be held on Saturday, April 29th, a 
'fhornhill Junior Secondary have~ been finallze~. 
The to¢¢nament structure will be round-robin 
play witlfin each division; the' top two teams 
from each division advance to the, semi-finals. 
Each team will play two- games against every 
team in their division or for 30 minutes, 
whichever comes fh'st. Therefore, every team 
will be guaranteed 8 games or 2 hours of playing 
time. 
At the conclusion of the playday, participant, 
meet-sportsmanlike team, first, second third and 
fourth place team ribbons will be awarded. 
Team trophies for sportsmanship, runner-up and 
tournament winners will also be presented. 
The following rules will govern this playday: 
1) Each team must dress a minimum of 8 
players. (6 on the floor) 
2) Compulsory substitution by offensive team 
before offensive player serves. (Substitute goes 
into center back position on each rotation). 
3) An offensive player may only make 3 con- 
secutive serves. Offensive team retains ball with 
fight forward player now serving, and so on. 
4) Round-Robin Play 
-2 games to 11 points or ½hour time limit. 
-all games must be won by 2 points or more. 
.-the only time a tie will occur is when the time 
limit comes into effect. 
-the team leading will be awarded the win 
should time expire during a match• 
-points ystem; win-2, tie.1 point, leee-0 points. 
5) Division Winners will be determined by the 
International Volleyball Point system. 
6) Semi-Finals 
-best out of 3 games. 
-games to 11 points. 
-no time limit. 
7) Finals 
-best out of 3 games.. 
' -gamesto 15 points 
-no time limit. 
8) Match Officials 
-one referee, one umpire and two line judges. 
9) Games Schedule 
-It cannot be over emphasized how important 
it is to start all games on time. Every effort 
should be made to have teams on the floor on 
time. 
A concession selling milk, juice, ice cream, hot 
dogs, hamburgers, chips and chocolate bars will 
be in operation. Please relays this in~ormaiton to 
all players. 
It is hoped that the structure and rules 
goyer.'mn~,.~is playday meet with coaches, ap 
pr~,al,: ~k~forward-  ~ to a good day  of 
volleyball with lots of action and filled with 
enthusiasm. 
C.K. Inouye 
Principal, Clarence Michiel 
: ,~ .  :4:.:.:.:.;.;..:...... ... ..;.;...;.....;...;.;...;-..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :;:;:;:;:;:;:; 
The form can't all be in the volley technique. Girls 
on the Clarence Mieldel volleyball team practise 
for this weekend's tourney. 
,The age of, the Ciyde'Inouye, principal of Miehiel. Spectators 
youngsters ranged from Clarence Mlchiel, says welcome to attend 
,0 up to 12 years, almost "The volleyball play is games." 
.ll are in grade seven, sponsored by Clarence 
i 
Clarence Miehiel Inter-City Volleyball play 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
Saturday, April 29th 
i | 
DIV. A (GIRLS) 
• 1) ClarencelVlichiel 
2) Cassie Hall 
3) Roy Wilcox (Kitimat) 
4) Nechako (Kitimat) 
5) Silver,borne (Houston) 
(Hazelton) 
"m~. l (BoYs) 
A) Clarence Michtel 
B) Cassio Hall 
C).Roy Wilcox 
D) Nechako 
E) Kitwanga 
t 
I 
/ 
DiV. B (GIRLS) 
6) Uplands 
7) Thornhfll 
8) Cormorant (Kitima0.' • 
9) Kildala (Kitimat) 
10) John Fried 
I 
DIV. II (BOYS) 
• F) Uplands 
G) Thornhill 
IT) Cormorant 
I) Kildala 
J) John Field 
Game No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Semi.Fir,~!s 
Ti_'me 
8:00a.m..  
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:oo 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00Noon 
12:30p.m. 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
i 
C09rt No. 1 
6-7 
1-2 
A-E 
F-J 
G-I 
B-D 
6-9. 
F-I 
• 2-3 
B-C 
4-5 
F-H' 
7-10 
Court No. 2 
A-B 
3-4 
H-I 
1-5 
7-9 
C-E 
8-10 
' 1~ 4 - 
CrH 
• D-E 
9-10 
y-8 
G-J 
2~5 
Court No. 3 
F-G 
C-D 
8-9 
6-10 
2-4 
3-5 
H-J 
A-D 
7-8 
I-J 
A-C 
1-3 
B-E 
15. 3:00 p.m. 
16. 3:40 p.m. 
17. 4:20 p.m. To determine 3rd 
place and 4th place. 
~FioAlq 
18 ..... 5:00 p.m. 
19. 5:40 i).m. 
- Court No. 3 
Winner Dip. A vs. 
second place Dip. B. 
Winner Dip., B vs. 
second place Dip, A. 
Loser Game No. 15 vs. 
Loser Game No. 16. 
Winner Game No. 15 vs. 
1 Winner Game No. 16. 
(Girls) to determine Winner Game 
first and second place. No. 15 vs. 
(Boys) to determine Winner Game No. 16. 
first and second place. 
Winner Dip. I vs. Second place Dip. ii. 
Winner Div. II vs. second place Dip. I. 
Loser Game No. 15 vs. Loser Game No. 16. 
. A gori l la sleeps 70 percent of the t ime.  
~ Planning a trip to Vancouver? ' ~  
Enjoy yourselvesat the 
Sheraton-Plaza, 
the little hotel with 
the great BIG heart, 
Enjoy a great ime In Vancouver add makeyour 
headquarters at the warm, friendly Sheraton-Plaza. 
Great food, nightly entertainment. Close to'Stanley 
P=~vb ~=tr~un ~nci ~hnnnino. And oar ldno Is f lee. 
See your travel agent or call toll free, ~'=,-,~'~1, 
in" Western Canada 112.800.261.9330, 
In the U.S. 800.325.3535. 
Sheraton-Plaza 500 
500 West 12th, Vancouver, B;C. VSZ 1M2 Tel: (604) 873.1811 
. Ru= 5% Pro~nclo; To.~. SHERATON HOTELS & INNS. WORLDWIDE 
Doors-Oabinets-Oounters- 
Oustom BUilt Millwork 
Residential or Commercial 
b~ ' 
Northern Sash Millworks Ltd,. t 
"' 4418 Legion A, venue, Terraoe 635-5657 
are 
the 
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... Several of the Clarence Miehlei boys practise.up for this weekend's volleybalL.... 
;':;:' tourney•  " "  
Lakelse Lake 
Telephone 
N'umber Change 
"- ° .  
9 a.m. to 12 noon 
May 2 
.. All telephone Rumbers in Lakelse Lake 
area will change on a progressive basis, 
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, Tuesday, May 
2nd. 
.. All new numbers wi l l  commence with the 
prefix '798" followed by 4 other digits. 
.. For example 798-1234 
.. Subscribers will be notified and receive 
new dial tags by mail. 
PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU MUST DIAL. 
ALL SEVEN DIGITS TO OOMPLETE 
YOUR OALLS TO AND FROM THE 
LAKELSE LAKE AREA 
B C. TEL 
CANUCK 
A CANADIAN COMPANY 
TR'UCK 
RENTAL 
C'ew Cabs, 3/ -Tons, 
Y i Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
 and 4x4's, 
For rental, information 
oontaot Terraoe Agent: 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 6364941 
Dealer Lioenee Number 14924 Terraoe, B.O. 
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WW 11 naval workers  war'n( 'd 
of  asbestos cause cancer 
An alarmed government 
official is urging United 
States workers who have 
been exposed to asbestos 
to stop smoking imme- 
diately and consult their 
physicians. 
Joseph Califano, 
secretary for the 
department of health, 
education and welfare, 
said Wednesday he 
became concerned late 
last year after reading a 
scientific study on the 
high cancer risk faced by 
these workers. 
The report predicted 
that more than half of the 
4.5 million men and 
women who worked 
around asbestos in naval 
shipyards during the 
Second World War  may 
die of lung cancer or 
other diseases because of 
the exposure. 
The overall picture is 
even worse, he said. Of 
eight million to 11 million organization's directnr 
workers exposed to ~ae, o ~ > a o , ~ ' . P - , ¢ o ~ ~ ~  
asbestos fiberf since the 
war, as many as 5.6 
million face potentially 
fatal illness as a result. 
Ralph Nader's health 
research group, a public- 
interest organization, 
said the warning was too 
little, too late. 
"Not only 'should "The roughest kind el 
.'orkers have a checkup estimate" indicates that 
'~ sce if they are at risk of 1.5 million to two million 
,hsoase or death, but they people already have died 
also should have a from contact with the 
~,.Lel:kup to see what legal fireproof insulating 
.;,'o,~nds they have to material, Califano, told 
:ec,.~ver damages," said reporters. 
,~;'. Sidney Wolfe, the "' 
M.d#rn. S storey, first class motor hotel. Co(~ |~¢alion -- l block from 
beach, English Bay and Slanley Park. neat do.town, shopping within 2 
bk~ks. 125 •tit•glide|9 appotnte:J aJr-c~ndtiioned teems. ,~udio$, ~fSden('y 
units and suites -- each with prh~de b~lh, color W and phone. DInin! 
Room and .Coffee Shop. Lounge with enlerlainmenl. S~mlple and Meeting 
Rooms. ~rtve-in Iobb9 and [ree p~rldng. 
SWIB $21, DWB $24,1M/1B $26 
1755 Davle Street. MInCOUVL'r V6G IWS, Pko,e: 604-682.1831 collect 
Telex: 04.51161 
SLUMBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SPECIAL! 
at the 
SLUMBER LODGE MOTI)q INN 
Prince Rupert 
(909 3rd Aye. W.) 
Trove;ling to Prince Rupert for the Weekend? 
We have a "DEAL" for you! 
Two nights for the price of One. 
Reserve your well appointed 
- 2 bedded (1 queen, 1 double) 
room for Friday and Saturday for the 
regular one day rate. 
Two people $30.00 plus tax 
• Three $35.00 plus ta~ 
F0u r S39.00 plus tax 
Dining room and lounge 
Cable - colour TV 
Close to shopping 
For free reservation call any Slumber Lodgeor 
Terrace - 635.6302 or Prlnce Rupert- 627-1711 
Please clip ad and presmt at registrar ion, offer expires May 15,1978. 
Dining 
J 
11 
| |  
,o 
1 
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PRIVATE PARTIES IIII RESTAURANT 
, BANQU ETS • ~ ~ • 
CATERING II1~ <~I I~E~[  & CANADIAN FOOD 111 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE Jill . Ill 
• ' ~J li 10 a.m. to I a.m. Monday - Saturoay III 
HECTORS ~} ,,. a.~n. to 10 p.m. Sunday ' ~ l  
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE IIII DUI I IM I~ @@¢ 12~111 In 
MeN-SAT. $ PM - 11 PM ~,  rnvnr - -•  goumgl  i i 
• IJ J~  4642 Lazollo West 0f i)FTK i~J 
Phone 638-8141 ~} L_ .~- , z_=_~- ,L~:_~ ~__ .  ~ 
4620Lake lseAvenve  ~lf " " ', " ' - Td 
aunml i l l !  inn  
~ ~mm, .v  I . 4i " ,Pl 
• J J l~  J J~WI I . I .~ / '~  ~r  Make your reservations now f0r ~J 
J L~] t ,~* JL~~l~ J i l l  Mothers Day Dnnner li 
' ' C / - /A ' -R~-~R~ ~ 5 p,m,- 10 p,m. 
4R.~RO/L~O sr~,~S. I I I I  ' . i l 
_.-_ _ . . . - -  " ~lil Take Mom out for a MOTHERS DAY ~J 
~FT'J6 , ~  ~,  ~i Smorgasbord Breakfast 
T e r r a c e  6~-~s ,  J I l~  . ' ' ' 8 a,m,- 11 at•, 
'~]~,~~'  FEATURE ] Sunday, May 14,h ] 
Char-Broiled Steak , $3.39 'B m I I  FRIDAY SHOPPERS SPECIAL II Including" BAKED POTATO II II 
CHOICE OF SALADS and ~ ROAST PR IME RIB ,U 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOASTI 1 YORKSHIRE  PUDDING 
King-Size Steak Dinner. JJ 'BAKED POTATO 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner 
'Steak & Shrimp Combo 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner. 
Chopped Beef Dinner 
The Mikeburger 
; f  
$5.79 PEAS & CARROTS 
"'" w • ~ 48 " 
• " orraoo, D.C. 
pl~lCBS Ih~liJ*cT TO C:NANOm WOtHOU'r  NOT,¢, 
"¸ ,  ,0. ,o, 
AND 
HARDWARE STORES 
J ANDERSON 
T,V. ! D,E 
All listings subject to ohange without notice, 
Inn nilinml|niiniiilmnlinennnnilnuiniimiimuuniininunnniinil 
Friday, April 28 
[5i  i l i~  KING (NBC) Newlywed 
News 
145 Con t " 
Cont 
• Seattle 
i~05 Tonig ht 
Hol lywood 
145 Squares 
i310~ Space • Force 
CPO 
145 Sharkey 
The Rockford i 
I ~ :30 I The Rockford 
i v :,s J Fi,es 
I '11, ~ :o~ I Quincy 
I i • • :15 | Quincy 
I /  [] • :30 I Quincy 
J ~ V :,s I Quincy 
News 
News 
The Tonight 
145 Show 
  owlheT°night' 
the Tongiht 
145 Show 
CFTK 
"(CB~) 
Flintstones 
' Flintstones 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Celebrity 
Concert 
Celebrity 
Concert 
Benji 
Benii 
On Our" 
Own 
Summer 
Variety ' 
Summer 
Variety 
Rich 
Man 
Poor 
Man 
The National 
Night 
Final 
90 Minutes 
Lives 
90 Minutes 
Live 
90 Minutes 
6 p.m. to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency 
The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Operation 
Petticoat 
Julie 
Julie 
Dorothy 
Hamill 
Spec. 
Dorothy 
Switch 
Switch 
Switch 
Switch 
Quirlcy 
Quincy 
Quincy 
Quincy 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
The Late Show 
"In Search 
Noah's Arl" 
Cent 
Cont 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company i 
Big Blue 
Marble 
Over 
Easy 
Mac Nell 
Lehrer 
Crockett's 
Garden 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Masterpiece 
The•tee 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Advocates 
Advocates 
• Advocates 
Advocates 
Dick Cavett 
Show 
World War 
"ii 
of 'Sign Off 
I 
Saturday, April 29 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
i~  i, :00 Baggy Pants Saturday ~ George' ' Sesame 
J :i5 & Nitwits ' Morning George Street 
,. J :30 Space Quiz Kidstuft Sesame 
I k • : 45 Sentinels Kids Kidstuff Street' 
d .00 ' Baseba Pro- Green Double Cont Human 
| ;15 Game " Decker .Cont Sexuality 
/ 130 Major Mission Red Human 
ii d J  :45 League Impossible Fisher ~ Sexualtly 
A .nn Baseball Mission That's Culture of 
• Wl  11"5 Major Impossible HollywoOd Anc. egypt 
U :30 League Beyond F.Iower Culture of 
| J i l l  :45 Baseball Reason Spot ' Anc. Egypt 
i :00 Ma,or ' V.I.P McGowan and Conc. Survival 
:15 I League V.I.P. Co. - Kit 
:30 J Baseball NFB ~! Frank's Garden trench 
I I :45 I Maior Films' . C rnr .  .J Chet, , 
A .00 J Legend of Saturday , The War Crockett's 
- -D  115 J Golf Sports years Garden 
L; ~F  :30 I Cent Saturday The War Daniel Foster 
h :45 J Cent Spor*s Years M.D. 
~1~ .00 J Cent Saturday -" All St•t" " Magic of 
i~  115 I Cent Sports Wrestling I. OtlPaintlng 
1 :30 I This week in This Week . All Star ' UOOK 
V :45 J Baseball In baseball ~ Wrestllno beat 
:00 I Saturday I Space J Wide Woi'ld of Line •FIr'ing I 
:15 , Movle . , 19999 .."Sports 
mJL :30 ""'J' Assault on the Space Wide World 'Firing , 
~r :45 Iwayne,, n 1999 • of Sports t Line 
.,•Jlll•lillllllllllillllinlllliillll'll•llllil~lilllllllll~ 
-JUST ARRIVEI) 
'. BIKE PARTS , 
| 
I 
• . , . "  
• . . . .  1 
~|•ii|nnninninnninnninn|nnnnnin i in iu i ln in iunnn in | i in i l i~  
Gordon and Anderson 
Store Hours: 
1 ,,es.-.,.Da,m.-5:3Op,m. 
Friday 9a,m. -gp 'nh  
" ~ ' ~  CLOSED MONDAY 
E 
! 
a 
Book Corner 
By LAWRENCe: ' ' who contributed essays to 
MOULE the 283-page work discuss 
The Canadian Press energy supply, growth, 
Some novels linger in pricing, competition and, 
the mind. Likechildhoed of course OPEC, the 
memories, they return international p.ressure 
unbidden to dominate group responsible for 
reality in the pause, today's rising off prices. 
Lusty Winter is one of OPEC dominates the 
those novels. essays, as it should, but 
The central character, two U.S. economists, 
.C~orge Wilson, is a Edward W. Ericksonand 
hghthearted, vigorous Herbert S. Winokur Jr., 
man who loves nature take pains to explode the 
and physical pleasures, myth that OPEC is a 
Trouble is, he's 65. He cartel. 
knows he is supposed to They say that by 
play the part o f  the re- playing, the role o f  a 
tired grandfather and balancing wheel, Saudi 
putter.away his years m Arabia prevents the 
decent silence. ' normal pressures on 
He will have none of it. producers that would 
Leaving his wife, a lead to changes in the 
successful, ambitious price of oil. 
woman, George estab- They also refute the 
lishes his independence in fact that. the U.S. and 
a log cabin by a lonely Canada were misled in 
lake.  But neither the the 1960s as to oil fore- 
world nor his own nature cuss for the 1980s. 
will let him be. Other authors "argue 
For all his likable that rising energy prices 
qualities, George is no do not imply slower 
hero. He is selfcentred, economic growth, that 
quick-tempered and in- monopoly power in the oil 
effectual. - " industry is due to market 
He. is in poor shape to restrictions imposed by 
face outside pressures, the federal government, 
whether in the form of and that the rise in oil 
harassment from prices is permanent. 
snowmobilers, ex- As to basic truths, Prof. 
~. oitation by members of Russel. S. Uhier of s family or amused University of British 
contempt from towns- Columbia argues- there 
people. .will never be an energy 
In his solitude, George shortage so long as the 
is beset by guilt, spiritual price is right. 
emptiness and a need for For example, the world 
people,  part icularl~ price of off currently is 
women. With joy he be- about $15 a barrel. At $100 
gins a relationship with a a barrel, says Uhler, the 
middle-aged woman, only supply of off is unlimited. 
to see it destroyed and his 
idyll. Come to a violent Oil In The Seventies, 
'end. ~ pages; $3.95; The 
George can be com- E~mmr tu-stitute. 
pared with Willy Lom~n, 
the anti-hero in Arthur. 
Miller's play, Death of. a W o r l d  Salesman. Like Willy, 
George is both a part of News the society he lives in and • 
a rebel against it. He is 
obsessed both by life and 
FARMING AGE LOWER 
VICTORIA (CP) --  In 
1971, the median age of 
British Columbia far- 
mers was 48.54 years;, by 
1976 it had dropped to 
47.74. The percentage of
farmers in the age grouPS 
under:25 years and 25-to- 
34 years, when taken 
together, have increased 
by more han 40 per cent 
since 1971. Total number 
of farmers during that 
period increased only 18.3 
~r cent .  " . 
'EXPAND RESEARCH 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  
• Canada and the United 
States have agreed on 
expanded co-operation i - 
agricultural research, 
including • eorp 
forecasting from data 
supplied by space 
satellites. They will also 
by death. 
Author Max Braith- 
waite uses a plain, 
comfortable style and 
shifts from moods of 
hilarity to horror without 
apparent effort. 
Tho~hhis words go 
pracheally unnoticed, his 
story has an impact hat 
remains long after the 
book is closed. 
Lusty Winter, Max 
Bralth-waite; 20; pages ;  
$12.95; McClelland and 
Stewart. 
By J. R. DUPUIS 
CP Business Editor 
• Vancouver's Fraser 
Institute has published a
book of essays that should 
have been titled Ev- 
erything You've .Always 
Wanted To Know About 
Oil But Were Afraid To 
Ask. 
As it is, the book is exchangeresearch .
titled Oil In The Seven- . managers and senior 
tie~,andit'explores some sc ient i s ts ,  excmmle 
basic truths and explodes nformation on pesticide 
• evaluation and will ex- some myths. 
The United States and tend research on land use 
Canadian economists and pest management. 
Liberated birds 
By JOE WING 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  
The .female liberation 
movement is old hat in 
the kingdom of the birds. 
Some female birds not 
PLAYS THE FIELD" 
Having done 'this once, 
he may find himself doing. 
it again and again as the 
female lays repeatedly. 
Freed from household 
duties, she has time and 
4 * 
Fun VIA Rail Canada 
by Leaving Montreal on blend of old European Toronto isyourdeparture 
Mar MacDonald Saturdays year round, and modern Canadian point for the Western y . . ,  
VIA Rail Canada is the Newfoundland Ex- sights. From there, its Wonderland tour. 
there. From the rocky plorer can cost as little as off to the Abitibi region u~a~ . . . . .  t~, ,~; ,;~;~ 
coast of Newfoundland, $325 per. person .for nine .with a .  nitgl~hqt ~ ,stop ~. Nor~'~aya~ theres'ort 
through the heart Of nays ann nignss, naseu on Noranua, ne hack ~^..,"^¢ ~;,ob; ,rh . . . .  
central Canada to the double sharing ($365 with Toronto . . .  ~ "x ~°'Susl~a~°nwitl~'a~st°p 
uo,,;¢;,, nt,,.~. And YOU " an unner ~erth) ' The enure tour, xor sl -, " ; - - ; "~-  You s'~nd 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - - -  ' . . . .  ni hts" "~ ,w , - , .~s , -  ~-~ can be there too with one • "For. a - seaside ex- days and seven g . . . . .  • 
'of  VIA's Super Econo ~rien.ce. t.ry .the • ca n, cost as_l!ttlea.s_ $185, t~eeynightrymnS~l~kate°°x~ 
Tours " • Mariume r~xmorer tour The umarzo r.,xpmrer . . . . .  
VIA" is now offering a of New Bru~ick ,  Nova and the Thunder Country ev~nt~gu~ ~ ean~°n[°n~ 
new cka e Scotia and Prince Ed- Adventure tours give you . ;~ ~=,.~.%,, v . . . . . . . .  
p rogra~ a v~ceationt°#; ward Island. Travel by the opportunity. ,to see Ex~or~"Vanc'o~ver"~en 
"won't be able to .resist - train . and . bus . to  some .oI t~ananaLeaS nor-in head" back east. throu h 
especially, tram en- Frede.rlcto.n and. saint ~ern be au_~. __.. v~g Calgary, Regina and ~e 
thusiaSts. The package Jonn, Newtlrunswzcz. P, lrom ~otufto,  uuy u~,  
prices, all of which in- cruise across the Bay of year round, the Ontario ~ke'~f'Tther~Wn~°%e~r ~ 
clude accommodation Fund , site of the worlds Explorer takes you . . 
and ~ansoortation, are high ~eyst ides, to  Digby, through Kingston to • &pr'Ce:ndfr°m~$1~t~ 0 f~12 
t Nova Scotia, is followed Ottawa. mmr a say ox .~.- w ~.  great and" so are he . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I wzm an upper nerm~. 
tours. Basic vrices are oy a mp mrougn .me szgntseemg you w~z . . . .  . . . .  
based on Dayiqiter train Annapolis Valley to . travel to North Bay, the ~ '.raze me r'rame 
accommodation;" ff you Halifax, the provincial French River, ~udbury, ~nooner^~o~ ana~ou 
urefer a berth the cost, of capital. Sydney and the and Parry ~ouna, where y j -  ~.,, ...... -o~j'-?P~" .
course ~oes un. historic ity of Truro'are you will cruise around the. ~,amloops/ ana..mrougn 
Consi~r these also visited. For four 30,0001slands. Thetou[is. me ~oc~es toome nora e_ 
har~ains: ' days with a Tilden car priced from $175 for u~ . ,~_  ~,o  X'""  
Get- into" the mood of the you can search out the seven days and. six 3-12)m°nwea~min Edmonto .~ames Fro~t'~ug 
past with ' a  visit to Fortress of LouiSbourg, nights. 
Newfoundland. On the the ,Miners Museum, The Thunder Country here, you wil. go to. 
Newfoundland Explorer climb the Cabot Trail, Adventure departs from Saskatoon for a sight- 
tour you'll discover exper ience'  Ma'gnetie Torbnto any day from seeing tour of this 
Canada's early history. Hill, Fundy Park and June 1, 1978. Travelling beautiful city. The 
By train from Montreal, visit rural Prince Ed- through the Muskoka "Super Continental" will 
you go to Campbellton, ward Island. ' resort area and along the take you on to Winnipeg 
New Brunswick and The Maritime Ex- shores of Lake Superior for fun and relaxahon, 
North Sydney, Nova plorer, for 12 days and 11 for 320km (200 miles) you then head back west 
Scotia nd from there you nights, is available very will "arrive in Thunder across the prairies 
take the ferry to Port- day (except Friday) year Bay. After a full day of through Regina and 
aux-Basques, round and costs from $450 northern hospitality it's ~ Calgary. Taking nine 
Newfoundland. Once on ($470 with an upper off to Winnipeg, a Cruise days and nights and 
the island you will visit berth), on the Red River and a departing any day after 
the base of the herring If you would prefer a day to explbre the city. June 1, 1978 the entire 
industry, Corner Brook; holiday with a French Ther's an optional tour package can cost aslittle 
one of North America's atmosphere....the _ .  north ,, t?_ oCh_urchill-.. _' as $350 ($435 with an 0nly prove themselves equal to themales, but 
dominate them and even 
p~ractice polyandry. Or 
they find other ways of 
evading household 
chores. 
, Take the tinamous. 
This is a family of more 
than 40 fowl-like varieties 
living in South America. 
Ornithologists re~ard 
them ~ts a primitive 
species but the hens have 
their moments in that 
land of the macho human 
male. 
The'female variegate.d 
tinamou, for one, m 
bigger and brighter than 
the male. She does the 
courting, in as frantic a 
manner s any swain. This 
is rather odd in more than 
one waybecause she is' 
outnumbered by males,' 
• four to one. 
The male object Of her 
affections scratches out a 
rudimentary'nest on the 
. ground but lays hard to 
get, thinking perhaps of 
duties to come. The 
product of their brief 
encounter is a shiny egg, 
one of the prettiest laid by 
any bird. He incubates it
and cares for the chick 
when it hatches. ', 
inclination to court other 
males and to find plenty oldest communities, St. 
of food for herself, thus John's and the fourth 
gaining strength to lay  largest urban centre . in 
moreesgs than she might the province, Grand 
otherwme. - Falls. You will also see" 
The same economy of many of the fishing 
labor probably enables villages and outports for 
the' 'female pheasant- which Newfoundland is 
tailed jacana in south- famous. 
eastern Asia to produce 
seven to 10 clutches of :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
four eggs each annually, 
after calling on various 
males for co-operation. 
The female painted 
snipe of • Australia 
maintains an exclusive 
territory f romyear  to 
year and fights off rivals 
just as males of other 
species do. She pays 
:court vigorously to males 
that enter her territory 
and ltaves to them the 
tasks of hatching eggs 
and raising hatchlings. 
FIDELITY SUSPECT 
In the United States the 
female Wflson's 
phalarope, a widely 
travelledshore bird, also 
makes love to the male, 
lays eggs in a nest he 
p~pares ans shoves the 
chores off on him. She is 
larger and handsomer 
than 'her drab mate. 
Polyandry is suspected 
, here too. , 
Saguenay-Abitibi Ex- Altogether for seven days upper berth). 
plorer tour is for you. and nights you can see 
From Toronto you will northern Ontarion and 
depart ,on the "Turbo" Manitoba for as little as 
train for Montreal and on just $250 ($300' with an 
to Chicoutimi. After upper berth). 
exploring "th~ Lac Saint Cowboys, prairies, and 
the Rockies - they all carry on to Jean area~ 
Quebec , wi th it's symbolize the west. 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
Bus!ness 
Not I,sted m our 
B.i)' Tel 9ireotoff. 
.TERRACE 'VE1 ERIN,~RY MEDICAL CENTRE - 635- 3300 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL- 635-2040 
BOYDS BoDY SHOP 63S.9410 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 635.4227 
'THE HOBBY HUT - 635.9393 
THREE RIVE.RS WORKSHOP . 635.2238 
GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635,34?9 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If.you wish your Business Phon e 
listed for your customers please call , 635-6361 
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Vacation at a 
boarding school 
Writ'ten for CP 
By JEAN LOVE 
GALLOWAY 
When the British 
economy turned sour, 
knightsand lords opened 
their castles to the 
curious and now upper 
crust boarding schools 
are following suit by 
offering summer cultural 
vacations to local and 
overseas tourists. 
Holidayers in Britain 
who have run the 
sightseeing auntlet and 
are ready to dispense 
with ,the rat race of the 
rented car or the tour 
bus, can turn to 
something much dif- 
ferent. They can enroll in 
special holiday courses 
for a week or more at 
Marlborough College,- one 
of the largest in- 
dependent boarding 
schools in England--and 
incidentally, the school 
Capt. Mark Phillips 
husband of Princess 
Anne, attended. Opento 
all ages from seven years 
upward, this can be a 
family cultural and 
sports experience. 
Marlborough College 
begins its fourth year of 
weekly holiday, courses 
July 23-Aug. 12. No 
academic, qualifications ~,. 
are required and there 
are fin examinations. 
Holidayers may stay in 
the school residences, 
some of •which are as 
modern and comfortable 
as the newest Canadian 
motel. Or if they prefer, 
they can be put up with 
local families or in quaint 
pubs in the storybook 
.town of Marlborough be- 
side the school. 
COURSES .VARY 
There is a variety of 50 
courses for adults and 
children under competent 
Marlborough 
schoolmasters. While 
grownups are attending 
lectures or evening en- 
tertainment events, their 
children participate in 
supervised sports and 
cultural activities. ~
Three appetizing meals 
a day, plus morning 
coffee and afternoon tea 
are served,in the great 
dining hail, buffet style. 
Accommodation, meals, 
tuition, all-inclusive costs 
are &95 ($200) weekly and 
&70 for children. 
SHERRY PARTY HELD 
A complimentary 
sherry party to get 
acquainted is held in the 
rose gardens for first 
nighters with several.of 
the faculty's friends from 
town invited to meet the 
holidayers. . 
Most persons taking 
courses are British. But 
there are others who sign 
up from around the 
world, including a few 
Canadians. Last year, 900 
persons attended the 
holiday courses during 
the three week-period. 
Weekly courses include 
fly 'fishing, bridge, fine 
art, Spanish, French, 
Eng l i sh ,  fu rn i tu re  
r~storation, photography, 
tennis, canoeing, 
literature, journeys into 
the past, modern school 
mathematics, 
philosophy, Cordon Bleu 
cookery, yoga, music and 
many others. 
The surrounding 
countryside of the quiet 
Wiltshire Downs, not far 
from London, is open and 
hilly, free of traffic, ideal 
for walking. The area is 
rich in prehistoric and 
other archeological sites. 
HAS MANY FACILITIES 
A large school, 
Marlborough as concert 
halls, lecture and audio- 
visual rooms, chapel, 
recreational nd sporting 
facilities, gardens and 
conservatories. Some 
courses run fo~ a full day 
with short drives and 
walks to historic spots. 
•Others run for half days, 
making • it possible to 
combine a week's 
cultural-activity mor- 
nings with a.  week's 
• physical cxercise such as 
golf, tennis, squash, 
swimming in the af- 
ternoons. 
In addition to specialist 
courses, all summer 
school participants may 
take advantage ofcollege 
facilities free of charge. 
Discounts are given at 
Marlborough's 18-hole 
golf course. 
Information can be  
obtained by writing to 
Summer School, 
Marlborough College, 
Wiltshire, England. 
Gravity of 
fashion 
NEW YORK (AP) -- To 
those who sell clothes to 
men, fashion is like the 
moon'and the tides: Wide 
ties, having waxed full, 
must wane. And broad 
lapels, like a flood tide, 
must recede. 
After 10 years in which 
lapels and ties widened, 
the start of a new cycle in 
men's fashions is being 
trumpeted--narrower, 
lapels, thinner ties, 
shorter collars. They will 
be narrower still next 
fall, and the ':The Look" 
might keep narrowing for 
years. 
So far, the changes are 
gradual. 
Norman Karr, 
executive director of an 
industry group called the 
Men's Fashion Asso- 
ciation of America Inc., 
conjures nature to ex- 
clain the suit they want 
you to wear. 
I think it s gravity, 
he says. "I really do. I 
think you reach a point at 
which there's no more 
shoulder left to cover 
with the lapel, and there's 
no more chest showing to 
cover with a tie. They had 
to begin coming back." 
• 6 Karr says the U.S. 
male, has grown more 
fashion-conscious. 
Last year, the Market 
Research Corporation of 
America safs, U.S. retail 
men's wear sales topped 
$17 billion." Domestic 
manufacturers cut fabric 
for 16.1 million suits and 
13.6 million spogt coats, 
the Clothing Manufac- 
turers Association of the 
U.S.A. says. 
MORE COATS MADE 
Now, Karr says, the 
narrower look is 
spreading through the 
• country. 
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:: : : -MCCOLL 
• .REAL " ESTATE SERVICES 
A;J. McCOLL ~(Notary. Pub l i c )  
--"635-6!31: i 
3239-A KALUM:! STREET 
lml l 
Investment Property: Well Just Listed: One year old 
constructed slde by side 
duplex, each slde has full 
basement, auto oil furnace, 
hardwood floors. Rent one 
side and live In the other. 
Owner anxious to sell and 
will consider reasona.ble 
offers. 
home In town on blacktop. 
Full basement, carport, 
good carpeting, 2 
fireplaces. An excellent 
buy at only $45,000. This 
home is presently varant 
so occupancy could be 
Immediate. 
rlngwall with fireplace. 
Large lot with 100' of road 
frontage on dea.d.end 
street. Guest house, wired 
and plumbed on property 
as well as chicken house • 
the chickens could go with 
it. 
An excellent well ap. 
pointed home for a couple 
or small family. Sensibly 
priced. 
and fruit trees. 2 bedrooms 
on main floor plus large 
bedroom' or rumpus room 
in f'ull basement. Large 
carpeted l iving room, 
dlnlng area off well ap- 
pointed kitchen. A really 
cozy and comfortable 
house with many distinct 
features. Priced to sell as 
owner transferred, 
Contact 
McColl Real Estate 
Services Ltd. 
Prevent Tragedies 
Those attractive sliding 
glass doors and picture win- 
dows that arc so popular in 
today's homes can he a 
menace but they need not 
be! 
If yours are made of an- 
healed g'lass, which is gen- 
erally less than a quarter- 
inch in thickness and ,hat- 
In addition to insistence 
on safety glass, those who 
own homes with glass panels 
or doors should follow 
safety rules; assume that a 
glass door is not open! 
Do not permit children to 
run or pla.y near glass doors. 
Scatter rugs, toys and other 
articles that might cause a 
person to slip, trip or fall 
"._. . . . . . . . .  • ;.;.;...;.;...............:.:.:.:.:.:':':':~"":''''"..;..,.,. 
::~:;:;:;:;~-~;~;.-:.:~;:`:~.;~;-.;-~;~;.:`:~;~;:;:;-`;.;~;~;:;~;~;~;.`;`.;~;~;:;`-~.`:~;~;~;:;~;~;~;~;~P;~;~;~P~..~.~.....~.....~ ,,. o. ,. ,-,--, ~ .  ____  . . . . _  .. . .......... ;,,,;,;,,,, .... 
Reel Inn Ntotel located on H ighway 16. 
8 furn ished detached cabins (all  w i th  color T.V.)  
6 t ra i le r  sites. 
I - 42' house t ra i le r  (rented).  
Large 4 bedroom home wi th  suf f ic ient  laundry  • fac i l i t ies  for 
the motel laundry.  
Also hook~ups for  overn ight  campers. 
Close to the good f ishing areas. 
Occupancy rate is excel lent .  
Have a business'of your  own in pleasant surroundings.  
For complete detai ls  on this wor thwhi le  l ist ing Contact: 
McCol l  Rea l  Estate Services Ltd. 
3239 Ka lum Street, Terrace,  B,C ,  
Phone 635-6131 
• ..:,.......-.. • ........-.:.-.-.-..,..~.;`~.'~...~-...-~.`~.~.:~;.~;.;.;.;~;~;.;.;.;`;~;~;.;~;~;~;.;~;~;``;~;.;`.;.`;.;.`;~;.;.`;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~` 
" SPACETIPS 
• i f  space a l lows,  a 
double-vanity will speed up 
that morning bottleneck in 
the bathroom. 
• Adding a small powder 
room off the basement rec- 
reation.room can help keep 
other bathrooms neat, p.ar- 
ticularly if there arc young: 
stvrs in the family. 
• Many older bathrooms 
pictures hanging; art oh- bed that goes into the wall 
jccts can add the decorative when not needed. 
touches, while the shelves "That  oid-f, ashioncd 
perform uscful storageduty, wash-basin is sitting on 
"=Turn that util itarian wasted space! Now's the 
basement-laundry into a time to remodel with a new 
• thing of hcauty, as well as vanity that can house many 
function, with handy floor- bath supplies, give your 
to.ceiling sh¢lving, cn. bathroom a more modern 
casing ,both washer' and look. 
~`...-.-.-~--~•~..~;-;~.;~;.~-~.:~:~;~;..`-~:~:'.-~:~:*~::~:~:~:~;~;~;~;~;~;~.~-:.:~.~.~---•~.~.~:.:~•~.:•:~:~:~:~.~;:;~;~;~;~;~;~-:;~;~ 
The peaceful env i ronment  of the 4500 block ot (3ral~am Avenue ann 
spacious lot area afforded by this setting, only enhances the l i fe style 
of any fami ly  re'siding in this home. The large sundeck wi th  southern 
exposure, offers sun packed afternoons, warm evening barbecues or 
qu iet  periods of conversation wi th  fr iends and neighbors• 
With schools lust blocks away,  young chi ldren can be home in but a 
few minutes,  and then off to p lay w i th  their,  neighborhood fr iends. 
Dad has room on the double paved dr ive  to park his boat or camper.  
Should teenagers be your fami ly  young ones, there's p lenty of room 
to park the i r  cars and not block the dr iveway.  
Inside for  mom,  th is  thre~ bedroom home offers a guest room in the 
basemenL There is also two fu l l  bathrooms. An above average size 
d in ing area, leaves p lenty of elbow room and ample cupboard space 
in the kitchen. Everyth ing  w i th in  easy reach In prepar ing the fami ly  
meals. With carpet ing throughout  h is  home, and a fu l l  length f loor 
to cei l ing book case in the I iv ingroom, mom, dad and a l l  the chi ldren 
w i l l  be proud to cal l  this house their  home. 
We at Realty World 'enioy helping the people of our communi ty  f ind 
lust  the r ight  home for  the i r  fami ly .  Why not phone today or better 
yet come In and vis i t .  We'd l ike to meet you. Any of our professional 
Real Estate salespersons w i l l  be pleased to show you this home and 
many others we have on display in our  off ice terough "Rea l , cope" .  
A World of Difference. _ 
have only one small window. 
A skylight can create the 
sunny, open effect you want, 
is ideal for decorating with 
plants. 
• If the den has a closet 
that's just used for collccb 
ing' odds and ends. consider 
installing a lavatory in that 
space; it will take pressure 
off your bathrooms during 
the morning rush, will be 
handy for guests.. 
dryer. 
,. • Install cabinets in the 
"dead" ;space o~6r your 
shower or tub for storing'ex- 
tra linens, little:used iti:ms. 
• If .there's wasted space 
under that stairway, now's 
the time to convert it into a 
handy stdrage.area. 
• Turn one wall of the den 
into a floor.to.ceiling stor- 
age unit to house the T~, 
stereo, hooks, what-have- 
Remodeling projects can • ' ;~ . _.._..;._'.-.'.'.'%! •..'.'.. %~.~.`..~...~``'*..-~...~.~.~...,`~:,`.:..`;.`;.;~;.L.;.;.:~;.;.;.;~P;.;.~`;!L.P;.PP`:.;`.~;~;~;~;~P;.~;~P~;~;~P;.~,;|~%~ ;-% 
he as ambitious as corn . . . . . .  ~...~.~;.•..~;.;.~. .;.;~;~..~.~.~.~...~.~.•~.~.;.~.~.;~...;~.v;~;...~*~.~.~.~.~..~.~.~.....~...~.~.~.È • , ,.. 
.... " .... " "'~ * :o r "  . , ,  , :, ::,"..,~ ,:; ........ ~- :.,,.,~. , t . -  ~I pletdy rcnoyatmg a room . Kiddie Closets : o ' r - 
. , n s ace for,tarter,, t ysandother~t s,. toe.  as'slmplcas mstalhngafew . Make the most of your  g.,'.P ~ _ :~:  ~-,~,.~.m,.,'c~l~.,.'_~,~,.~ 
, ~torage curies can oe out o~.sooson clothing ~nn shelves.,, the dividends are youngster s closet with a lit- " " 
w¢ll worth the effort in any tic organization. Install a stacked along the floor of little-used items on top " 
case. second rod for added hang- the closet for storing shoes, • shelf. 
ters easily, you can replace should be kept.away from Nothing is so inconveni- you. 
this withshatterproofsafety glass door areas, cntas lack of,forage space, "Often, space•,wasted in Park Avenue Realty Ltd.  6 3 5  4 9 7 1  
glass. ' It's also a good idea to and providing new room for the area above kitchen win- m 
Safety glass can be crack- apply 'decals. decorative storing out-of-season equip- dows-- install shallow cabi- '4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, a .o .  VSG IV5, 
cd but it will not shatter and stickers, or pressure tape to mcnt or seldom-usod items nets for stol'ing little-used .............. ~ : ,  ,,: ~, ,:~ -.,.- - ,,~ ,, ' 
glass doors at adult eye-level" can be a real'bonus, housewares. '::: :,".: ::~:~,/ ...... " <:'~ . . : ~,~;f~=,~ while it is somewhat more • • l ' !  ~ % : ' : .  ~ 
expensive than ordinary and child eye-level, too, to Here are some ways you " I f  you occasionally' have . , ! . , ,~  I i i~ ;~:~" l i~  I 
glass, it provides insurance make the doors more can add storage space to ,¢t:d for guest facilities, yet ~l l~ i~T l~/ J  ~ .  d ' , : , :~ , : i :~  
against the common walk- visible, your holhe: don't want to give up your ~ e  ' ~ '~" ~~ -~: 
through accident, with There's No Place elnstall wall/storage sys- den or sewing room, con- Priced to sell. This clean 
home has 2 bedrooms up serious or fatal injuries. Like Home! toms where you how have sider installing a pull-down • " . Home and S.36acresl Well and 2 downstairs, natural 
Ilgll•gllgg•lgl•llggllaIIl•llllglglalmmglgOOlgogmgmgmmllIllgiIIIllll• designed split level, 3 gasheat, landscaped and is . . . .  excellent condition. 
Formal dining room plus Forth, largo family. Over bedroom home, takes fu l l  situated .in a preferred 
informal, eating area. 1300 sq: ft. of living space advantage of the contours neighborhood•. Asking 
Attractive living plus plus basement suite in a of the land. Only 2 years $47,S00. For more in- 
family room with bar, full basement. Fully old 1176 sq. ft., horse barn formation call Horst or 
Games room. Three landscaped lot, close to andc(Jrral. Must be seen to Christ, l• __  eoa axe ree k m l  I bathroom. Landscaped Wellconstruded horn.and $62,500. Call Horst or
and many other fine priced at S53,000. Call I Christel for more in. 
features. Call Frank or see Horst or Christel. formation. :i~:i,i 
it on Realscope in our of." ~ ~ - ' I ~ / ~ l ~  i ~I!  I, 
rice. 
,, . .... ~ ,: . ~ .~ Wellkept family 
"~' ' . . . . . . .  :~'~:"~'~[~ full basement, 1190 sq. ft. i ' 
! l  Has three large bedrooms, 
~v  • v= inn  n~m,= • -• ~; ; . ;~: i~:~-~!~,~. .~ ensuite plumbing and i  | Business Opportunity Almost 1 acre, Lakelse Lake Rd. near Thornhill Rd. : Looking 'for a larger natural gas heating. The i 
• Rural setting, 4 bedrooms, study, full basement, second family' home? Try this nicely landscaped "101 ' 
• Sawmlll, with120 acres and approxlmately 2,000,000 ft. of bathroom, recroomwithflreplace, maln floor dining area : Attractively designed 4. 'onel Three bedrooms, two The home of your dreamsl makes this an affraetive i ' 
[]  timber, at Kltselas, wlth neWlog homeand cabin. Chance plus living room. Butlt in range and oven, garage and Four bedrooms, fireplace, property. Askinil ~S,400. i 
• for someone to take over existing tie contracts etc. playhouse. Nlcehomeprlvacy, but close-ln all for $4~,500. : plex. A l l  Uli~S have fireplaces, convenient modern kitchen~ig living location and good neigh- exceptional view and To view call Horst or B 
• Completely equipped, list of equlpment available. Asklng Offers welcome. : rooms, nat-4rH rock berhood add to 'the at- spa¢ iou 's  comfor t  Chris.tel. ' i 
el00,000 or will sell land timber and buildings separate. , ' [ ]  95 percent financing available for modern' 3 bedroom : fireplaces; w~lt.to wall tractiveness of this throughout are iust a few of ' I 
carpeting throughout. Call property. Asking S60,O00. the features. Attached two ~ •  
car garage and .quiet []  Four large duplex units on Paquette St. on one acre, 3 and home on Weber St. Carpeted living room and bedrooms. 
[]  2 bedroom units, spacious, well built, reduced con. Full bathroom, cQmpact kitchen, carport, storage room, : IHorst or Christel for more Call Kelly D. or drop in to location. Asking $66,S00. 
• l information ' , our office, and view this K 
• slderably to $68,000. Excellent revenue with home for natural gas heat and h.w. Only $26,500. . : ~,: property on "Real,cope'• Call ..~, elly. 
1 °wner" ' I 
[]  Neat 2 bedroom home on McConnell Ave. Attractively m E ~' ~. ~ i ~  
[]  Two residences on Clarke Dr. for $42,500. A nice 3' decorated Idterior~ gas heat, spacious kitchen. Im- • Exceptionally attractlvel 
[]  bedroom home with separate utility and attached garage, maculate landscaplng with Japanese garden, shrubs, • ~ I $1  and clean 3 bedro~ m ham,  
• attractive livlngroom and kitchen, plus 2 bedroom rental lawn, carpo;'t, Insulated workshop tool shed. A'sklng :
• ' ~ ,  . . . . . . . . .  i in Uplands area. []  home, clean and well kept. Low price to sell quickly as $31,900. Opeh to offers. [] , []  owners moving. " I ,  wall' to wail 'c 
[]  • Skeena St. Go,sen Creek, 1.75 acre~;, 2 bedroom, compact : .. ~eal home for the growing . ~il;el~lace and en 
[]  Craig Dr.duplex home, 1,400sq. ft. each level, 3 bedrooms residence with nice interior, some carpet, well kept, at- • Large carperl, Central location, double master . bedre 
• each unit, full bathrooms, large kitchen, living rooms tractlvekitchen-Ilvlngroom. Dr ledwell, also extra dug I ipedyard,21evelsof Three bedroom home on attached garage andthree EconomicallY" he 
, : ample carpet. Maln floor has fireplace, basement suite well, storage shed. All for $26500. • 
1 ha~ rec room. Carport. Excellent value for $49,000. , ; : 
I Several Mobile lots available at Copperslde Estate, Ask us about our other listings of homes, acreages.and • 
i Queenswayareafrom$6,500andup. Ready to move onto. businesses. .r . • 
•  A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service • 
4 bedrooms plus Agar Avenue. Asking bedrooms. Lahdscaped lot natural gas, 1140 
around sundeck. $26,500. Half acre lot, on pavement  asking Asking pr im IS8,( 
Frank for ap- p.avedstreet, all munleipa! SSG,000. Call Kelly and  Horst or Christ. 
ent to view. services. Call Frank, arrange a' viewing today, appointment to vl 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
I ST  GODLINSK I  . 635 .5397 KELLY  SQUIRES,  63 . . . . . .  [] 
__ ~NK SK IDMORE-  635-5691 CHRISTEL  GODLINSK I  - 635,5397 i 
• . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  II / I / i i i l i I i ir II 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertlsoment 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andte repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within lOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructlens are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
A l l  claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
rocelved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertisor requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish en advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing In the ad- 
verti~mrnent as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portlen of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertislng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
hls age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition Is 
lustlfled by a bona fide 
requlrement for the work 
Involved. 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENt 
Published at  Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
fornoons 
PUBL ISHER 
..Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mai l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 mth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
36::FOR :HIRE 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Santo Cervello, mlmest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 In the Veritas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lea Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for beth 
performances are available 
at the door at $1.00 per 
person. These performances 
are presented in conjunction 
• with Kermode Theatre '78. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
~Sr~and 6thatthe R.E.M. Lee 
eatre In •Terrace. 
T ickets cost $e.oo 
Reduced Price of S4 for 
children for Saturday 
.Matinee Performance only. 
Write, encleelng a cheque for 
tickets, to the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Infermatlon phone 635.2101. 
"B.C.O.A.P.O, - Annual Fail 
Bazaar. November 18th 
1978. ,Arena Banquet Room 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
:nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions S1,50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
MinimUm charge $5.00 per 
lnsortlon. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publlcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without plcture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
play "Leaving Home" has 
been postponed to Saturday, 
May 131h and Sunday, May 
141h due to minor produdlon 
setbacks. 
Alternative Energy •En- 
thusiasts - Solar, Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc.. Are you currently 
deslgnlng or experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Prelect Is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development of 
such systems. Pictures and 
prolect descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
Box 707, Terrace, B.C. (wfhf 
to may11) 
A meeting will be held 
Wednesday, May 3, 1978 at 
8:00 p.m. at the Terrace 
Child Minding Centre. If you 
are interested in keeping the 
Child-Minding Centre Open, 
please attend. 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is hold Ing a Picture Loan on 
Wednesday May 3rd In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
Paintings should be returned 
at 7:30 p.m. so they can be 
put on display for selection 
Everyone Welcome .... 
Thank you 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
Therewill be a black powder 
shoot at 9:30 a.m. Saturday 
April 29th at the Terrace Rod 
and Gun Club. A general 
meeting will follow at 2 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 
The Vancouver Playhouse, 
~rltish Columbia's maior 
professional theatre will 
present Joe Ortln's 
outragelous black comedy 
"Loot" on Wednesday May 
17.at he R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Terrace at 8 p.m. "Loot" a 
long runnlng hit in London 
and on Broadway Is a zany, 
bizarre upslcle down comedy 
In a Monty Python vein. 
Tickets are available In May 
at Terrace Slght and Sound 
and Terrace Library. For 
further Information call 635. 
7318. "Loot" Is a part of 
Kermode Theatre '78. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama' 
Festival will take place In 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18-20 at 8 p.n. The mainstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad- 
iudlcatlon. Tickets available 
In May from Terrace Slght 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
Native Women's Workshop 7 
p.m. Wednesday, May 3rd, 
1978 at Kermode Friendship 
Centre, ,1451 Grlag Ave., 
Terrace; B.C. 
There will be an 
organizational Suba Diving 
Club meeting Monday May. 
1st 8 p.m. in the arena 
banquet room. All Interested 
divers welcome. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing. 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Eledrlcal and Refrigeration 
contracting. 
'House wiring. 
; 63,54876 
(clf) 
Wanted- Registered Nurse 
for part-time and posolble 
summer relief for local 
clinic. Apply 3210 Emerson 
St., Terrace, B.C. (c6- 
13,15,16,18,20,1) 
HELPWANTED 
Earn.2 hours a day.$200 a
month commission plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver VBB 1H7, or Mr. T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C SK1. 
Caretakers for small rfarm 
located Nasa Va l ley -  57 
miles from Terrace. Garden 
spot. Farm anlmals to care 
for. Prefer couple S2SO per 
month call 627.7156 Prlnce 
Rupert. (pS.1) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
-Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:3C 
- 4:00 p.m. 
- Adult Clinics- Mon. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic. 3:00 p.m. every 
Mort. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life ,and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or f!nd it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
strucflve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone N~ary or John 635.4419 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7558 
OR 
63,5.7728 
(Cff) 
~keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3081 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hell; ,W07 Lazella Avmue. 
1975 Honda 500 twin cyl. 
Extended forks and headers. 
Low mileage and 1 Shure 
P.A. system. Like new 
condition call after 5 635. 
5133. (p7.3) 
OWNER MUST SELLI 1976 
CB400 Superspert. One of 
Honda's best handling mid 
slzeblke's. Also ~NO helmets 
and motor cycle suit 
(Belstaff) Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
mllesl I Phone 635.3846 after 
S:30or phone 635.6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (aft) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1000. In excellent condition. 
Phone 635.3855 or view at 
4404 Welsh Ave. (p20.may9) 
1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bike 
for sale. 400 miles and In 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
Must Selh 1975 Honda CB 400 
• Supersport 10,000 miles. 
Asking .$1100 View at 4e15 
Scoff Ave, or phone 635.5773 
(ps.4) 
For Sale: 1977 XS650D 
Yamaha Motor Cycle. 
Complete with windshield, 
crash guards and back 
carrier. 1700 kilo. In ex- 
cellent condition. 635.2"162 
Top Quality mixed hay for 
INCHESAWAYCLUB sale. Heavy bales 147.31~ 
Meet every Tuesday night at * (c121,w,th,may4) 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
'635.3747~or 635.3023. 
• MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the'Thrift shop 
Terrace Thornhlll N.D.P. 
Club Flea Market and 
Garage sale • Sat., May 13, 
10 a.m. .  3 p.m. a~ the 
Thornhl l l  Community 
Centre. Tables $5 each, 
Admlsslen 50c-adult. Sellers 
phone 635.3582 to reserve a 
table. (c6,) - 
Fisherman now Is the time to 
get your lead 35c lb. Nor. 
' thwest Trading, 3992 Lakelso 
Dr., Terrace, B.C. (c3- 
on Lazelle Avenue on. 16,18,20) 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank FOR SALE: Homemade 
you. (nc) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the iobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 KaJum 
FULLER BRUSH 
horse trailer phone 635.6694 
(p1-15,20) 
• DINOSAUR 
DISCOVERED 
DETROIT (AP -- 
Robert Dawley, a Wayne 
State University 
paleontology student, has 
diseovered~vhat mlght be 
the oldest remains of a 
dinosaur found in North 
America. He said the 180- 
mil l ion-year-old re- 
mainsuare those of either 
th~ earliest dino8anr of 
the continent or its direct 
descendant, "The 
remains were found in 
Order now by phone. Phone 
or make an appointment. 
Marnle 635.9721. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) Wyoming,• 
For Sale: Equalizer hitch 
$750 lb. cap Includes sway 
bars and brake controls 
phone 635-7706 (c6- 
9,10,14,15,19,20) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prlcea on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR. 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelso Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Raven drum 
set, with 2 Zylgen cymbals. 
Like new. Heavy duty 
stands. C-W chair, sticks 
and brushes. 638-1873. (p5. 
20) 
For sale: 2 glrlsblkes, color 
"rv, 1 pair Inside glass doors, 
1 fridge and stove, I desk, 
phone 635-1675 after 5 (c3.20) 
R~ 
Eledrolux vacuum cleaner 
with power head, excellent 
condition, sot B78-13 tubeless 
belted tires, phone 635.5257 
days 635.5257 even. (p5.2) 
For Sale: Akai AT-580 FM- 
AM MPX stereo tuner $300,, 
Hagstrom SB electric guitar 
and case $175, 16' V-Stern 
flbregless canoe with pad- 
dles $160, near new single 
bed with head board $100. No 
reasonable offer refused 
phone 635-7564 (c3-20) 
For Sale: "Air Ease" oll 
furnace 112,200 B.T.U. 7V~ 
years old and Esso "Aqua 
Thermlc" water heater and 
oll thank. Offers. 632-7682 
evenings. (ca.3) 
For Sale: Hardtop tent 
trailer or trade for piano. 
phone 635-7074 (c3.1) 
For Sale: One Foley 
automatic saw filing 
machine with band, saw 
attachment. In  very good 
condition. Phone 624-5964 or 
wrlte 189 Ambrose Ave. 
Prince Rupert, B.C. (c2-20) 
Summer tires. Steel radial, 2 
. FR 78.14.60 percent rubber 
$50, 1 FR 78.1,1 100 percent 
$50. Phone 635-6864. (pl-20) 
Baby Sifting available, your 
hours; day or nlghts trained 
superv i s ion ,  la rge  
playground (fenced and 
equipped), large Inside play 
• area, on quiot street. Phone 
638-8398 or 635-3187. (p4- 
20,1,4,7) 
Red Malamute, German 
Shephard cross puppies for 
sale. 7 weeks old phone 638. 
1018. (P3.8) 
For Sale: Reg. Toy Poodles, 
7 weeks old phone 635-6905 
(c2-20) 
Wanted full trained watch 
dog. I to 3 year old. No 
preference on breed. Phone 
635-7216. (c10-4) 
Flbreglass runabout with 
full convertible top, 1977 50 
h.p. Merc electric with extra 
tank on E.2 loader trailer. 
Contact Grant Papps 4721 
Loon Ave. 638-1856 or 638- 
8131 (p3-20) 
19" Cabin cruiser, new 
motor. Fishing C-Ilcence for 
crabs and bottom fish. Plus . 
trailer. $5500. 
40' Fishing boat new still in 
building stage 75 percent 
finished. Asking S17,000 
,phone 635-6700 (p3.1) 
Open for Salvage Bid. 
On an as is where Is basis, 
1968 homemade 22' cruiser 
constructed of a cedar stlpe 
flbreglass hull and 
mahogany cabin. 
Please forward your 
wrlffen blds to Brouwer and 
Co. 3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone 635. 
7173. (df) 
Furnished sleeping room for 
rent: Private entrance, near 
• . town. Bedding Included also 
private bathroom. Very 
reasonable Phone 635-4013 or 
2703 S. Eby (cff) 
For Rent: 1 bedroom or to 
share a nicely furnished 2 
bedroom home. Fireplace, 
color TV etc., near down- 
town, phone 635-2505 after 6 
(c2-20) 
For Rent: One bedroom 
basement suite. Close to 
town. No pets, no kids 
please. Fully furnished. 
Phone for more Information 
635.7710 (p2.1) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom 
basement suite, close to 
hospital and town. Fridge 
and stove. Clean and quiet 
area. phone 635.7503 (pl-20) 
Summer Cabin 24'x36' on 
leased lot. West side of 
Lakelse Lake 200' frontage. 
Must sell phone 635.4252 (p4- 
20,2,4,5) 
Deluxe 3 bedroom home, two 
fireplaces. One and three 
quarters bathrooms. Bright 
kitchen with eating area. 
Finished basement sundeck, 
carport, fully landscaped 
with garden area. Quiet 
residential area. Plus many 
extra features. 2589. (c5-4) Phone 635- 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS ' !  
.4931 Walsh Avenue l 
Suite 113 | 
Terrace, B.C. I 
635-7056 I 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroomJ 
suites for refit.  Fridge, !
stove, drapes, carpet, re(] 
area, sauna and pool table,| 
with security Interphon 1 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets., (c.tf) 
See 
P.M. PLASTICS 
for 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Matt.Roving 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
• Phone 635.6684 
(clmon..1May) 
READERS 
MONITORED 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  
New equipment is being 
installed that will make 
Edmonton'spublie 
library system the first in 
Canada to keep track of 
every book by computer. 
All books in every 
branch--almost one mil- 
lion of them--wili bear 
bar cedes imilar to those 
/ . . . o . .o . .  o Io . , , . .  o . .  o , I  . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
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HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, can. 
trally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. Non- 
drinkers only. Phone 635- 
6611. (ctf) 
II 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 46031 5coff. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schooht and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spaclous, socurlty Iockup 
end patrol. 
FiJll tlme manager In 
reeldence. 
635-5224 
(Ctt) . . . .  
I 
_ CEDAR GROVE APTS. I 
3 bedroom townhouse apts. I
with full basements. I 
No. 118.4529 Straume. | 
(clf) J 
01inlon Manor• 
Furnished or unfurnlshed 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638.1032, 
KALUM'GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
end carport, private en- 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scoff Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctt) r .. 
For Sale: 1 acre with 5 
bedroom house on the bench 
at'5243 Soucle; 1283 sq. ft. 2 
bedroom and cold sforeage 
In basement. House In like 
new condition. Large garden 
area and fruit trees, phone 
635.4760 (c5-2) 
FOR SALE: Beautiful 
family home In town, quiet 
street near all school and 
shopping, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, finished re.: room and 
extra bedroom down. Large 
landscaped lot includes some 
eppllonces. Phone 635-7706 
for appelntemnt to view. (c6- 
9,10,14,1S,19,20) 
3 bedroom cozy home for : 
sale. 1945 Bobslen Crescent. i 
phone 635-3802 $38,000 il 
Serious offers only please :.i 
(c5.3) 
1320 sq. ft. Executive style : 
home on large fenced land. : 
scapedlot. Features Include : 
ensulte, dishwasher, wall to ":" 
wall carpeting, 2 F.C : 
fireplaces, open beam : 
construction, carport with :" 
storage, full basement with : 
laundry and rec room, gas : 
heat and water, fenced" 
gardenwi th  la rge  " 
greenhouse, patio on quiet : 
paved crescent with un- :" 
derground services, close to : 
schools and shopping. Cell :. 
635-3966 to view. (p6- 
19,20,3,4,5,8) 
Only one block from all 
schools. •This house has 
three bedrooms upstairs., 
It has a large Iivingroom 
and dlnlngroom. 
Downstairs Is another 
bedroom, a workshop and 
laundry room as well as a 
furnished one bedroom 
suite. There are three 
bathrooms. House is 
extremely wel l built. Has 
sundeck, carport and is 
fully fenced. Asking 
553,000 phone owner at 
635-367?. (p1-2o) 
3 bedroom house with fruit : 
trees, fenced yard and near : 
town and schools, call 635- : 
3748 after S (c10-3) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom! 
home on Davis Avenue 1150. 
sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, finished !i 
basement. Landscaped with : 
garden. , CarpuS. 635-762.8~i 
(c8.20) 
3 bedroom home with 
finished basement, 2 
bedrooms basement, family 
room den. Down payment 
take over mortgage 10 
percent interest. 4617 Homer 
635-3791 (p5-3) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
family home; rec room in 
basement, gas furnace, 
carport, well Insulated, close 
to schools. Available July 
1st. phone 635.4419. (pS.20) 
YELLOWKNIFE, a membership of 733 
N.W.T. (CP) -- The teachers pread over 69 
Northwest Territories schools across one-third 
Teachers Association has of Canada's land mass. 
for a 7 year old severely handicapped ch!ld..This | 
I ~ e g u l a r  morning atten. I 
d e ~ d  Development Centre, requires much | : 
~ i n g  family atmosphere. I': 
~ t  nce and the courage to |!  
accept a child with special needs. | .  
~ c l a l  m iantenance rates J 
are available. | i 
cans!derud I: 
~ s e  contact Susan Carr, I ! 
~ a n  Resources 635.2283. i 
TM(LA FOREST FRODUCTS LIMITED 
Our Fort St. James Division, operating a Stud 
Planer, Dimension Planer, two Dimension 
Sawmills, a Stud Mill and a Veneer Plant, 
requires a 
PLANER MILL 
SUPERVISOR 
The Planer Mill Supervisor is responsible for the 
efficient operation of the Planer and all related 
equipment. 
The euocessful candidate will have a minimum 
five to six years experience In the operation of 
high production planer equipment and will have 
good supervisory skills and management ability. 
Located 100 miles west ef Prince George by 
beautiful Stuart Lake, Foil St. James is a 
modern growing community ef 2,200 pesple. The 
location offers an active community life plus 
unlimited ouMsor recreation. 
Send your resume to: 
David Yarmish 
Box 6C00 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 2K3 
t 
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WANTED TO RENT: 3 
bedroom home. Local 
references available. 
Reliable tenants phone 635. 
9097 (p5.20) 
Wanted to Rent: Reliable 
couple requires a house or 
duplex Immediately in 
Terrace.Thornhill area. 
Good fete, handy at upkeep 
and yard work, phone 635- 
7973 (p3-20) 
Wanted to rent a 2 bedroom 
house or suite unfurnished, 
in town. As soon as possible 
phone 635-5727 (eft) 
3 and .5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B4 phone 
339-4736 (cS0.iulyl) 
FOR SALE: 19 acre farm on 
4903 Graham. Mostly 
cleared phone 635.2648 (pS- 
2O) 
PRIME LOT - Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder - 956-4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNeilh B.C. 
V0N 2R0 (nO-may 12F) 
For Sale: just under 20acres 
(road allowance) between 
the boundary of the Village 
of Telkwa, British Columbla, 
and Provincial Park. 
Acreage wooded and 
overlooks lake. Mortgage 
Terms acceptable, phone 
736-7040. (c2-15.20) 
Build your home among 
beautiful large cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 63S- 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3-1) 
19692dr. Chev Impala. Good 
motor, needs trans. What 
offers? Phone 638-1547 after 
5 (p3.1) 
1970 Chrysler Newport, p.s., 
p.b., rear defroster, block 
heaters $800 phone 635-5102 
after 6 and weekends. (ctf} 
75 Fold pickup. Excellent 
condition 42,000 miles. Best 
offer. Phon'e 638.8414 (p2-20) 
FOR SALE: 9V~ acres V< 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635.4094 (ctf 
t&f) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway. 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
842-5954 (p12-w.th.f-2ap28) 
Acreage for Sale In town by 
owner. 2.3 acres.3 bedroom 
home. Basement flnlshed, 
Barn, landscaped. Asklng 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
evenlngs at 635.3620. 
For Sale: 1977 Chev 4x4 V8, 
auto loader 635.4294 (c5.4) 
1977 Toyota Cellca, Lift back 
638.1689 (p3.2) 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double tot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
1969 Barecuda Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
¢erb, new paint. Asking 
$3800 or nearest offer, (df) 
638.6387 
For Sale: 1974 Blazer 4x4 V8, 
p.s., p.b., auto trans, 8000 lb. 
warren wlnch, h.d. bumpers 
and roof rack, phone 635.7216 
evenlngs. (p3.20) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
mot,~cross Kewaskl like new 
asking 11,000 636.1493 (off) 
For Sale: 1973 Chev =4 ton' 
p,s., p.b., 350 engine, phone 
635.9518 (c3.20) 
VW Van 1977.7 passenger as 
new with many extras, 7000 
tulles 635-5290 after 6 and 
weekends. (off) 
For Sale: 1975 GMC V= ton 
pickup V8, auto, p.s., p.b., 
dual tanks, phone 635.6669 
after 6 (320) 
For Sale: 1967 Chevy Van, 
custom Interior, porthole 
windows, new paint, good 
running gear, phone 638.1529 
after S p.m. (p$.2) 
For Sale : 1975 Ford V~ ton, 
4 wheel drive pickup, new 
tires and brakes phone 635. 
3286 (p$.1) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
Wagon, like new, low 
mileage, best offer, 635.4619 
(4-20] 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with sunroof, 20,000 
miles, excellent condition, 
radio, new radials, 2 stud 
spares 635.963.5 (p5.1) 
FOR SALE: 12'x68' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built in fireplace, 
raised living room. Will 
move and set up in Terrace 
area. 635-4692 (eft-f) 
For Sale: 1973 12x40traIler 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635. 
7697 after 4 (c2O-maylO) 
For Sale: 1968 (10x36) Im- 
parlal trailer. Comes fur- 
nlshed and can be sold with 
or without ioey shack. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635.7860. 
(Pi0-20) 
For Sale: 12x54' Safeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
Includes frldge, stove and 
deep freeze. Phone 635-7851 
after 6 p.m. (p10-2) 
"FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. '  
Located on fuliy serviced lot 
In Thornhlll. Asklng $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (off) 
For Sale: 1970 2 bedroom 
trailer with fridge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer & dryer, 
has a 10x2S addition 635.5348 
C-- 
1972- 12x60 
Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, fridge and stove 
include¢~, Sx25 joey shack, 
asking price $7,000 phone 
635.3542 after S on weekdays 
(c6-2) 
Bids are open on a 18' Hies 
tron vessel equipped with 100 
h.p. Evlnrude electric dart 
engine on a as where is basis. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
Guard Yard, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. All bids received at 
Brouwer & Co. No.6-3238 
Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. 635. 
7173 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C SK1. 
1973 XLT Ford Camper 
Special, p.s., p.b., Halley 
Carb, A1 condition, 24,000 
ml. wlth 9Vg camper, phone 
635.2103. View at 4720 
Halllwell (p2-20) 
~r Sale: 1975 9V2' Okanagan 
",roper, like new condition, 
. way frldge, furnace, flush 
'odet, sleeps five, asklng 
;,rice $3900 phone 635-2933 
~n3 ~)  
" 8' :'or .ale. camper, phone 
63~.5634 (p3.20) 
For Sale: 8' camperefte, 
very good condition, phone 
635.4577 (c5.2) 
FOR SALE: 20' Empress 
motor home. "as new". 
Used very little $14,500 Open 
to offers, phone 635.9561 (c5- 
20) 
Will do rototilllng with 54" 
tractor unit. Adjustable soil 
depth. Front bucket for 
moving-spreading soil- 
gravel. Prefer Thornhill 
area. phone 63S-347S {plO.6) 
Bakkers Modular Structures 
for sale. Reasonably priced 
Pre-fab greenhouses and 
multi use utility sheds, phone 
638.1768 evenings or view at 
3961 Dabble. (p10-6) 
I 
,AR.O CO.TRACT;NGJ 
=o / 
Sand, gravel, reject crush I 
gravel for drlveways I 
Phone 635.5156 (c20-20) l 
i 
OASH 
~ • 
T/IX  
Bill'S Tax 
Service 
4920 Halliwell 
Phone 635.3971 
10:00 a.rn.-11:00 p.m. 
(df) 
I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SI DI NG 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENT,WORK, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635:4094 
Goats, 2 milk, 5 meat, price 
S210 for all must sell well 
cared for see Halls 3 miles 
west Kltwanga on Nor- 
thshore Rd. No Saturday. 
MORTGAGE LOANS (p5.3) 
promptly arranged 
anywhere In B.C. In. Standlng at stud: 16 h.h. 
formation and references on sorrel quarter horse, War 
request ."  J.D. Phllllps Fly Tago, No.947,922,A.A 
Capltal Corporation, 10673 and R.O.M. In raclng. Ex. 
King George Hlghway, oellent mare oH're. Terms: 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2)(6. Phone prlvate treaty. 847.2408. (pF- 
588.0411 days, or 565.1603 X5) 
evenlngs. (f) 
1974 20' Holidalre Travel 
Trailer. All options, 8 track 
tape player Included. In 
excellent condition, phone 
635.2162 (p3.2) 
8' split level Capllano 
camper, 2 way frldge and 
stove with bathroom and 
furnace. Sleeps 6 phone 635. 
3667 or view at 4640 Welsh 
(p~.3) 
74 Ford Camper Special 
Pickup with 11' O.K. Cam. 
per. Like new, tape decks, 
radios, queen size bed, all 
other usual appliances. 
$8,500 phone 635.2626 after 6 
p.m. (¢5.4) 
HELP WANTED: Sales 
Manger for Communlty 
newspaper. Fully ex- 
perienced person with 
proven track record. Op. 
portunlty to buy Into one of 
Canada's fastest growing 
newspapers In attractive,' 
progressive community in 
the Lower Mainland. Good 
starting salary with sub. 
stantlal commission. 
Permanent position, open to 
a man era woman, Is to start 
June lath. Write Box 116, 
care of 808, 207 West Hastlnts 
St., Vancouver, B.C. V6B 
1H7. (ctf) 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
21P x 36" 
12 sheets only - 3=76 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3~1~ h im St. Torraoe 
PHOTOGRAPHY: Special 
offer 10 color ,pictures from 
any one negative for only 
$1.00. Send us your color 
negatives (any size) plus 
$1.00 and we will send you 10 
Beautiful Jumbo Slze Color 
Pictures within one week. 
Also send your color films 
for developlng and printing 
to Pronto Photo. We will 
give you fast guaranteed 
quality and service, at 
reasonable prices. 12 exp. 
roll complete $2.99; 20 exp. 
roll complete $3.99; 36 exp. 
• roll cam plete $6.99. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or 
money refunded. Pronto 
Photo Service, 30 Eastgate, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2C1 
(c4.20) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
catelogue cf marital aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen: 
Direct Action r~arketlng Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(cff) 
BUSINESS FOR SALE: 
Gravel Haul Operation in- 
cluding Four Kenworth 
tractors one dump one scale 
one 980 loader and spare 
parts. Llcensed going 
concern contracts pending. 
Phone (403)668.5854. (5-1) 
SPAIN HAS BARE 
FACTS 
IBIZA, Spain (CP) - -  
Nude sunbathing, for 
which some visitors to 
Spain were fined up to 
$120 last year, will be 
allowed in Ibiza this year 
on authorized nudist 
beaches. Similar beaches 
will also be opened in 
Madrid, Almeria and on 
the Costa Brava. 
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CHOLERA FEARED 
YOKOHAMA, Japan 
(CP)-- Health inspectors 
have found --cholera 
germs in the "upper 
reaches of the river that 
flows thrugh this densely- 
populated city near 
Tokyo, the/health and 
welfare ministry said 
recently. 
TO THE BOATS, MEN 
BONN (CP)--The West 
German government 
expects to spend nearly 
$250 million on ship- 
building subsidies this 
year.nThe money will go 
toward construction of 
t65 merchant vessels of 
approximatelyone 
million tons deadweight. 
The move will also 
safeguard jobs in ship- 
yarns. 
EARTH HAS BIOPSY 
KIROVSK, U.S.S.R. 
(CP) -- Soviet Union 
dgeologists have reached a 
epth of five miles in an 
attempt to drill a deep 
hole to explore the in- 
terior of the earth, says 
Tass news agency. The 
next stage of drilling, in 
the Kola peninsula, w.ill 
penetrate below s;x 
miles. 
FEELINGS HURT 
SARDINIA, Italy (CP) 
- -  The pilot of an in- 
ternational flight to 
Rome delayed his takeoff 
for more thantwo hours 
here after a woman 
passenger used what he 
called an impolite ex- 
pression. For security 
reasons the 120 
passengers had been to 
told to disembark for a 
luggage check. The 
woman eventually 
disembarked. 
CARRIERS 
WANTED 
PHONE .................. 
635-6357 
@ 
TERRAOE 
AREA 
'rHORHHILI 
Kofoed Dr, 
and 
River Dr, 
area 
Quoensway area 
DALLY HERALD 
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@ 
$ to be made 
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Yo.r Individual 
iloroscope 
: Franc.  Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 19"/8 
What kind of day  will SCORPIO Nov. 22) m~--t~¢~ 
tomorrow ha? To.find out what' (0ct. 24 to 
the stars ay, read the forecast Opposition from unexpected 
given for your birth Sign. sources should not disrupt 
ARIES - t~r~'~"  made.r°utine Acc pt0r , lanSall chailesgeeprevi°usly 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) - -~ ' - '~  with your innate sturdlncs~ and 
Pmm anl relationships should affability. 
be "girly congnnlul. In fn~, SAGrI'rAIUUS :., ~2l 
some of your brlghter and more (Hey. 23 to Dec. 21) 
knowledgeable •companions Be careful not to provoke 
could give you some stimulating ethers in business or social 
What .kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given' for your birth Sign. 
tRIES 
~er. ~l,to Apr. ~0)~-~ 
Meaningful mutual respect 
~ili engender healthier 
.ooperation between forces 
*ldch ~"-IOULD be working 
to,. .,. Demonstrate YOUR 
~cod faith. 
'~UllUS U~ 
/Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Weigh the ~¢alue of all 
suggestions before accepting 
them, and don't fall for those 
who express their Ideas in a 
loud or a~ogunt manner. They 
• COULD be covering up their 
own doubts and Insecurlty. 
GEMINI w. , f f i~"  
(May 22 to June 21) "~ '~ 
uenerosity is one of the 
Geminlan's outstanding traits, 
but don't go overboard in this 
respect new. A day for 
retrenching, reevaluation. 
eANcEa 
( j~  22 to a,~y =) ~-a  
ideas, gatherings. You may detect Keep all avenues open for 
flaws in the reasoning of some, dl~ms~0n, maneuverability. 
TAURUSI. ~ but speak sparingly--'and only Bnt only hack what you believe (Apr. 21 to May 21) ',,=,, . . . .  ,o a=v iF ,,~,. where it will HELP. . has good potential. 
for measure, a~l prove a boon ~ ~;=- . . . . . .  ~ ,_ / _ , '~ ,_~ (July 24 to Aug. 23)~e~ "u~ 
*.  ~ ~m~llu t~ allm~ ll~nma~,~* Ot~ilU pa¢ on uecmmm wmcn Decisions made now will have 
~.~,;,~_,^~,v6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  have been carefully made. e r -eat~-on  the outcome of 
-, ,,qs- :,.---; Resist temptations to "forget" ~ ior fl~e~futare Be careful 
GEMINI " l r l r - ,e~ promises, make s pur-o~-the- |udldous -- but not anxious. -"  
(May ~ to June 21) ~ morn.ant cha~. es. ~ome goo. VatC, O • .-.,e~ 
Tberes a tendency now to newsmzne omug. _ z,a,,,, 94tn~n/  99~W't~..~_ 
brash by the. real amt ~qUARIUS_. ,~ ,~ x~A"~'e'o~l-~)e~l'od-"fo r ~ .  
prngce=mive Issues in favor ef ~Jan m m Feb. 19) " ~  _ s e~ _ __;~ 
lesser but seemingly, more Your active ~ needs ~-" =~f~.aWl~;.eneg.~edgmu~ ~romup~a~ 
olemwable ones uon't y=eld~ presszon now uzrec¢ .u yam . . . . . . . . .  
v " " forethought,' discernment..uv~ues g nera,y; also tar 
CANCER Rev oumecr parsmm ~, ,~ Sew ln%stments, future .' 
(June 22 to July 23) ~ plans. " Changes may be LIBRA _ 
you can gain considerable 'required. ' (sept. 24 to Oct. 23).mt.£ £ 
help from put  expcrimce now. PISCES ~,~,  If faced with unexpected 
Recall how various procedures (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ~q~:~,. Opposition, avoid antagonism 
returned various types of . Aspects fairlygenerou~. Past and you can arrive at the 
results. Neither drive too hard a good work should bring rewards necessary accord and wor- 
hargsin nor be too easy. now. In n'mking plato, have thwhile compromise. Here your 
LEO alternat!ves ready, inmate poise can be a big aid.. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ~ YOU BORN TODAY are 
Place year confldenee in hard highly sensitive and 
facts rather than "feelings" imaginative; have an especial 
and, in diacssaious with others, affinity for the arts. You are a 
don't be overly imaginative, true humardtarisn and would 
You could read too much into make an excellent physician, 
their words, sociologist or edueator. You 
(~V~. 4 to Sept. 23) I~q~ make the most of modern devices and your thinking is 
You may run into an odd truly progressive. You have a 
~,~ but if ~ou use your great love of beauty, both as 
I '~!  ludmmenL YOU"tea applied to nature and the arts; 
'lt---e'~flly~-Just avoid areeatrem.elydlscrimina..tlugin 
inmubdvenm your iasies, a WhOlesome 
=- ' - - -  . . . . . . . .  outlook on life and optimism in 
LIBRA A,I. ~ the face of ob~ta¢las are also 
(Sept. ~l to Oct. 23) ~m ~ notable traits. Fields In which 
Think "bli" and aim for top you could excel: writing, 
achisvemunt. This is no day for Journalism, diplomacy, mu~e 
pessimism. Concentrate on and painting. Birthdate of: 
euse~tlals, and don't overlook William Randolph Hearst, 
eve.~ the smallest of op- newspaper magnate; Duke 
pert~ltiea. • Elliugton, piankt, composer. 
Orossword B 3 E~e,~ S~//~r 
ACRO~8 43 (~un" DOWN 17 Deserve 
I 0ushlons dogs I Lucre " 19 Sailor 
I Buttm~ or 47 A fief • , 2 Seed 22 Cobs mete 
~eltm. 49 King or covering 22 Clumsy boat 
8 Throw Alda 3 Mlas Merrill, 24 Crude motsi 
IS Large lake 50 A city of 4 Colonize 
13 Be in debt Judah 5 Garments 
14 Region 51 Machine 6 Pitcher 
15 Linen fun part . 7 Dad's refuge 
IS Married man 53 Record 8 Peddled 
53 Defeats a t  9 Diva's forte 
bridge 10 Denomina- 
54 Vetch tion 
55 Grafted 11 London 
(Her.) gallery 
Avg. solu 
4-24 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 
25 Come in first 
Exclamation 
~ Epoch 
25 Free 
29 Northern - -  
apple 
31 Filthy 
plate 
34 Animal fats 
35 Arabic • 
36 ~ p ~  
31 Landed 
property 
39 Appears 
40 Burrows 
and Beame 
41 Early 
Persian 
42 Dill plant 
43 Wound 
• mark 
44 Ardor 
• 45 En~-o~ 
46 Dirk 
48 Frost 
4 ~,~ 6 7 1 8 ,  9 - :1o .  II 
. -  
I ' 1  
I '1 . ' 
"1  I I 
I , t  
W 3Z . t  
,s I N" I  I N@N 
I @' :  I I " " "  N"  
5i ! s2 
@" @'"  !, 
IS Blandish 
~0 Child's 
marble 
21 - Cru~s 
22 Before: a 
prefix 
22 Sight i .  
Piss 
= Drunken 
sprees 
30 Swisa 
canton 
31 Polish river 
3Z Tear 
33 Under 
36 Prepared 
33 cuunins 
39 .Mayday's 
r~lative 
40 Valuable 
violin 
2 
,Z 
'S 
N@N 
23 24 iS 
30 
NNN 
40 ~,. ~2 
47 
53 
CR~TTOQUIP 4-24 
J (~GMTDHGPHT OXCPYHA NLGD 
XG PM PCAX YL JXNMLG OCPDO 
• Saturday's Cryp~uIp--DF_~PICABI.,E~ _ "DESPOT LOSES 
PRIN~_,SS TO BALD PRINCE. 
"P~ 1978 King ~eatures Syndicate. Ins . . . .  
.. Today's Crypto~lulp clue: Nequa]s R . 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for unotheF If you think that X equals O, it 
will equn~ 0 throughout he i le. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an'apostrl h .'an give you clues to locating 
vowels, Solution is ac~mp s] ! by trinl anu error• . 
FOR SUNDAY, APRIL 30,1978 
SCORPIO i ~  , . 
(Oct. 24to Nov. 22) . 
Work on the knotty problem~, 
but do not blow them 'out of 
proportion. Let incidents 
remain Just that; concentrate 
on insaring good results ia 
YOUR area. 
sAorrrARmS x*~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Be prepared to withstand 
oppo, s i t lon,  unexpected 
dL~urbancek. You CAN settle 
matters - in a way which will 
win the admiration of others. 
CAPRICORN ~f~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Leave "no loose ends • in 
matters ncaring completion, 
and don't start ente~ you 
may regret later. Look up past 
records, returns, in planning 
presmt procedures. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan, 21 to Feb. 19) 
Look well into proposed 
suggestions or you may find 
yourself involved where you 
least desire it. Some definite 
"no" a~w~s will be required. 
P=C= . )X~ 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 
You don't need to look afar for 
best returns. They will come 
from within your immediate 
surroundings and, perhaps, 
through some "unlikely" 
.per,=. A good dayl 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with great artistry, a
fine mind and a willingness to" 
work hard to reach your goals. 
You ere a person of high ideals, 
with Imilt-in magnetlmm'und-a 
strong feeling for tradition. 
However, you incline toward 
stubbornness and your ex- 
trmnlst attitudes often lead 
others to find you dogmatic. Try 
to curb these Irsits since they 
alienate others mmecess~y. 
You can achieve notable ~un- 
ceas as an artist, interior 
decorater, designer, singer, 
lecturer, musician or her -  
ticulturlat. 
FOR MONDAY, MAY 1,19'/8 
What kind of day will' the moment is right. You are a 
tomorrow be? To find out what productive thls~er, can put 
the otars any, read the forooast imagination into tldngs. ~1 
given for your birth Sign. " BAGITTARIUS , ~  
ARIES ~- .A~ ' (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
(Mar. ~1 to Apr. 20) T~-7~ Some matters n 
You may not progress as smoothly; others nay need 
rapidly as you wish, may greater •effort end better 
receive fewer gains than you direction. In the latter ease, a 
expected. But keep at it--  with diange of procedure might do 
paflenee-- and you can ac~isve the trick. 
much. , CAPRICORN • ~, 
TAURUS . 1 ,4~-~ (Dec, 22 to Jan. 20) Vd ~ 
(.Apr. 21 to May 21) ~'~(q~ Stellar Influences excellent 
Put fervor and ardmt am- for constructive action. If 
blllon into this fine day, and JudidoI plans have alcea~ 
otrees opUmlsm. That is efton been made, carry them out 
all that is needed to insure smartly; make some, ff you 
sueee~ Better.than.average note a stalemate to progress. 
opporinnltiss.GEMiN~ ~ -  (Jan.AQUARIUS21 to Feb.' 19) ~ ~ 
(May 22 to June 21) 111r,~,~ . 
Don't wait' too long be~ere In everyday matters, give a 
attacking a problem or handling l[ttlel You will be surprised at 
the results. Your lively 
ansasignment, erday'sendwill .imsglnatio n ean give a time- 
find you in a state of "nerves," 
trying to offset your worn or thinly devised project 
procrastination.. " , the boost.it requires. 
CANCER ®~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Excellent planetary in. 
fluenees. A good ay for making 
Lmpertent decisions, launching 
new programs, doing all in your 
pewer to advance your status. 
LEO 
(July 24 'to AUg. 23) J~ 
Day should be generally good 
but, without personal initiative, 
you will fall behind. Nothing 
Will be handed to you on the 
proverbial silver platter. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r ~E2~ 
.~ Don't overlook definite 
obligations because of a desire 
to "try something new." Em- 
phasize your innate stability, 
LIBRA ' . f l .~ .~ 
.(Sept• 24 to Oct. 23) ~ . 
Avoid fatigue• It could dim 
your vision, blind you to o13" 
pertunities, of which there are 
• many now. Also, avoid ~x. 
tremes and exaggeration., 
SCORPIO ~ ~-  
(Oct. 24 to Nov• 23) 
Bring deals to their profitable 
cendusions when you are sure 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Your intuition and perception 
should be keen now. Under 
prevailing influences, you 
should win advancement, in- 
crease prestige. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed wt~ a high order of 
intellect, lofty ambltion-~ and 
unusual versatility. You are 
also extremely active and this 
sometimes causes you to 
~catter yeur energies; to start 
projects and.leave them in- 
completed because you lose 
interest and want to go on to 
• "something else." You have a 
brmiunt wit and could make a 
great success as a writer or 
journalist; could also excel in 
the entertainment, field. Other 
careers open to you:music, 
painting, medicine, diplomacy, 
teaching, agriculture, lana- 
scape ar tL~.  Birthdato f: Sir 
John Lubbock, astronomer; 
Glenn Ford, actor; Jack Punr, 
TV personality; Kate Smith, 
singor. 
DEAR ABBY: A year ago my husband had a nervous 
breakdown. In llther words, he was mentally ill. After six 
months of psychip~ic treatment he committed suicide. He 
was 28, I Was 27 and left with two children. 
My problem: When people find out that I am a widow, 
they invariably ask, %Vhat happensd to your husband?" 
I'm not about to make up any lies, but I can't bring 
myself to tell anyone that my husband killed himseff. My 
children are not yet old enough to understand what 
suicide is,.so I am not faced with telling them yet. For the 
present I'm telling the childroB their Daddy got sick and 
died, whieh is true, a~d komething I~! not have to retract 
when the time comes to toll them the whole .story. 
But what •do I tell people who ask me now? I'd like to 
have a pat answer that would politely say, "It'o hone 0f 
your business." Any ideas? 
NEW YORKER 
DEAR NEW YORKER: There t;' no pogto way to.say, 
"It's none of your busineos." Besides | t  will only arouse 
curiosltl. 
It wtll be easier for you in tho long run if you realize that 
it is no reflection on you thai your husband took ]de life. He 
• as slek. The truth is always the best response, but you're 
not obligated to provide the detelIs, Simply say your 
husbaqd was ill and took Idsown life, and you'd rather not 
talk about It. That ohould put  an end to' any further 
questioning. 
t 
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, I 
"i was one of the fkst to realize that it's not e 
woman's fault, the way she was born." 
( 
t> 
• 5 /¢  
"1 wouldn't call it a blind date. It was more like e 
close encounter of the third kind." 
/ "  
, j  • 
't , t 
! 
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World's only floating crap game 
By HUGH A. 
MULLIGAN 
MANILA (AP) -- In the 
blameless, stainless, 
reformed Philippines, 
gambling is kept at  bay 
aboard an old Norwegian 
coastal liner anchored 
within sight of the 
capital's luxury hotels. 
The Manila Bay 
Casino, operating on all 
three decks of the 
Phi l ippine Tourist,  
houses the world's only 
floating crap game that 
moves to a safer location 
in the typhoon season.n 
When Manila Bay gets 
rough, as frequently 
happens with monsoons 
howl out of the South 
China Sea, high rollers at 
the crap tables and 
roulette wheels are 
comforted with seasick 
pills and .air-sickness 
sacks distributed by the 
croupiers. 
"Chinese very good 
gamblers, very bad 
sailors," the top-deck pit 
boss informed me as a 
lunch loaded with Taiwan 
tourists pulled up 
alongside the gaily 
lighted 4,776-ton liner that 
used to sail up the Nor- 
wegia, fiords and into the 
Bering Sea. 
,Formally dressed in 
her Mediterranean lights, 
draped from her masts 
stem to stern in an 
exquisite necklace of 
light bulbs, the old 
coastal trader looked 
more like a visiting de- 
stroyer on a courtesy call 
than a beacon of sin 
winking at the hat:l- 
currency tourists. 
GAMBLING 
OUTLAWED 
Gambling was. 
outlawed in the Philip- 
pines in 1972 when mar- 
tial law was proclaimed 
and First Lady Imelda 
Marcos embarked on a 
personal campaign of 
cleaning up Manila, 
whichhad worked so long 
and so hard to earn its 
reputation as one of the 
world's wickedest cities. 
But two years ago, to 
relieve overseas visitors 
of the burden of departing 
• the Philippines with 
overweight wallets,gam- 
.,lii:g was discreetly 
~.,,rmitted at aea, an 
,/rrangement that kept 
,h,~ :'ity unsullied and en- 
• ~,led the authorities to 
eo'~:rol the gaming 
,,~.~:.ions of the populace. 
%sine patrons must 
M~ow their passports 
he.fore embarking on the 
launch that leaves every 
five minutes from the 
pier in front of the Manila 
Hotel. 
Local residents must 
prove they have an an- 
nual income of more than 
50,000 pesos (U.S. $7,000) 
before being allowed on 
board or else purchase a 
yearly permit for 3,000 
pesos. Even so, rich 
Philippine businessmen 
in their p,neapple cloth 
barong shirts, formal 
wear in these tropic 
islands, outnumber the 
Chinese and Japanese 
tourists who flock to the 
baccarat and blackjack 
tables: 
DINING SUMPTUOUS 
This maritime Monte 
Carlo demonstrates its 
elegance with a first- 
class dining room that 
boasts the best wine list 
east of Suez and a 60,000- 
peso limit for single bets 
at the high rol lers' 
baccvrat tables or 2,000 
"pesos a card at black- 
jack. 
The roulette wheels 
whirl and the slot 
macines grind 24 hours a 
day, come typhoon or 
monsoon, and there are a 
dozen airconditioned 
cabins for those who 
become fatigued by the 
gallopin~ dominos. 
In the b~st tradition of 
Philippine en- 
tertamment, a half-dozen 
top pop s ingers area 
always • aboard to 
serenade the passengers 
witli the latest hit songs in 
faultless English, while a 
guard armed with a sub- 
machine-gun walks his 
post among the tables. 
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